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By FARAH AKBAR
Staff Writer
New York City politicians and major news
media gathered in Baruch’s 14th floor confer-
ence room in the Vertical Campus on Monday
for a summit regarding the state of New York
City’s emergency preparedness.  
City Council Speaker Gifford Miller, repre-
sentative Carolyn Maloney, State Senator
Michael Balboni, City Council member Peter
Vallone Jr., City Council member John Liu, and
representative Charles Rangel who stayed only
for the duration of the press conference, were
present to discuss two new City Council resolu-
tions.  The first calls on Albany and Washington
to increase the city’s anti-terrorism funding, and
the second seeks to establish a borough-orient-
ed system to recruit and deploy emergency vol-
unteers in the time of a disaster. The summit
began with opening remarks by Miller and a
panel discussion moderated by Jonathan
Bowles of the Center for an Urban Future fol-
lowed.  
Miller said that even though New York City is
the number one target city for terrorist attacks,
the city does not have a program that utilizes
the resources and talents that New Yorkers have
in the case of an emergency. According to the
speaker’s office, 72 percent of New Yorkers had
not been informed by the City on how to pre-
pare for an emergency, 92 percent had not been
informed of how to become emergency volun-
teers and 77 percent were unaware of emer-
gency community action plans for their neigh-
borhood or organization.  
“This is simply unacceptable,” said Miller.
“The city must do more to assist neighborhoods
and improve community preparedness.”  Miller
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By JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Chief
Last week, the CUNY Board of Trustees
released the CUNY Master Plan for 2004-2008.
It outlines the major goals and initiatives
CUNY will seek to achieve over the next four
years, and is a continuation of the achievements
made from the 2000-2004 plan.
Following a period of heavy criticism for the
U n i v e r s i t y, CUNY designed the 2000-2004
Master Plan, which was primarily focused on a
“comprehensive strategy of institution renew-
al.” Major focuses of the previous plan were the
hiring of more full-time faculty to fill-in
thinned ranks, the creation of a system-wide
Honors College, and a phasing out of remedial
education to give colleges a strictly higher-edu-
cation focus.  Having largely achieved those
goals, CUNY is now moving on to bigger and
better things, attempting to bring the City’s
schools up to par with more prestigious institu-
tions.
The three main overlying principles of the
new plan are first, to continue to recruit first-
rate full-time faculty, second, to make
University knowledge available to the outside
community through published research and
new initiatives, and third, to increase revenue
and slash administrative costs. There are also
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
In a time with the economy in flux and finan-
cial scandals atop the news reels, Baruch
College has chosen Securities and Exchange
Commision Chairman William Donaldson to
address the 39th commencement on June 1 at
Madison Square Garden in front of approxi-
mately 2,000 graduates.  
Donaldson, tapped as the 27th chairman of
the SEC on December 10, 2002 by U.S.
President George W. Bush, fills the position of
chief regulator of America’s securities markets
and chief enforcer of America’s securities laws.
Donaldson is a graduate of Yale Business
School and a veteran of the Marine Corps.  He
has spent more than 40 years at the highest lev-
els of business, government, and academia. He
was a co-founder and CEO of the International
Investment Bank and stock research firm
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette; the founder of
Yale University’s School of Management,
where he served as dean and professor of man-
agement studies; an undersecretary of state in
the Nixon Administration and later counsel and
By JANA SCHIOWITZ 
Staff Writer
Dollars & $ense and Baruch’s journalism pro-
grams sponsored a panel discussion titled
“Sports and the City: Can New York Afford
New Sports Stadia?” The event, which was
held on May 11 in the Newman Conference
Center at Baruch, had four panelists who dis-
cussed the plan to build a stadium for the Jets
on Manhattan’s West Side. 
The purpose of the panel was to discuss the
economic factors involved when a large city
such as New York builds a new stadium. “There
are many intangible benefits to having local
sports teams and their stadiums in the area,”
said moderator Joshua Mills, a professor and
director of the Business Journalism Master’s
Program at Baruch.  
Vice President of the Jets Thad Sheely kicked
off the discussion by giving a presentation that
showed all of the benefits of building a con-
vention center, which is part of the stadium
plan.  
There are three places that the Jets want to
revitalize: the waterfront, the Jacob Javits
Center and the Hudson Yards. The idea to rede-
velop this whole area came about not only
when the Jets began their talks, but when New
York City became a possible location for the
2012 Olympics. “The Olympics provided a rea-
son to start studying the project,” said Sheely.
The statistics provided by the Sheely showed
that New York’s Jacob Javits Center is the 18th
largest facility by growth. This is because the
center is operated under the old model, the
tradeshow model.  
There are limited meeting rooms and mini-
mized distractions for delegates. Today, Sheely
argued, the convention center needs to accom-
modate all types of events, both national and
regional shows. He gave the example of
C h i c a g o ’s three convention centers—
McCormick Place, Navy Pier and Rosemont
Convention Center. “We will double the exhib-
it space,” said Sheely. “It will bring new
exhibits that normally can’t come here.”  
Sheely’s whole presentation gave the audi-
See SEC, Page 4
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Dollars and $ense panel dicuss the pros and cons of building a stadium on Manhattan’s
Westside. From left to right: Thad Sheely, Brad Humphreys and Anne Michaud.     
(Photo/ Peter Kwon)
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By ADENIKE HUGGINS
Contributing Writer
Many students describe the experience of
crossing the street between the 25th Street
entrance of the Vertical Campus and the library
building as a death trap. There is no crosswalk
or similar safety feature in place to avert any
accidents caused by school-sanctioned jay-
walking.     
“It’s unsafe, I’ve almost been hit myself,” said
Omar Ferreira, a student. Another student,
Maximo Javier concurred: “I don’t think it’s
safe.”   
The entrances to the two buildings face each
other directly in the middle of the block
between Lexington and Third avenues on 25th
Street. Most students see crossing the street as
a problem and wonder why the school hasn’t
done something, realizing that they set the two
building entrances across from each other for
student convenience. “They should do some-
thing about it like adding a crosswalk,” said
Danny Fung.  
When it comes to possible solutions for the
jaywalking problem, ideas abound.  Some of
them far exceed the resources of the adminis-
tration.  With much excitement, Ferreira said,
“a skywalk would be awesome,” while Marie
Morel said, “ it would definitely be a great idea
to have speed bumps.”  Acknowledging that he
has never personally had a problem, Javier too
said that an overhead walkway should be
implemented.  This walkway would be similar
to the one at Hunter College, another CUNY
campus. 
Almost two years ago, the Undergraduate
Student Government submitted a proposal to
administration for the closure of the Lexington
and Third Avenue block of 25th Street, turning
it into a courtyard with tables and chairs.  
“This would give us more of a campus feel,”
said USG President Adrian Lovell.  The admin-
istration rejected the proposal, saying it was not
feasible because of zoning and other local ordi-
nances.  
In evaluating the options, CUNY Peace
Office Moore said, “[a] crossing light would be
more economical than any other option.”  He
discounted a speed bump and stop sign due to
the heavy volume of commercial traffic on 25th
Street. “If you put up a stop sign, the cars may
never be able to flow,” said Simmons.
Overstating the simplicity of the issue, Moore
said a call should be made to the Department of
Transportation to add the crossing light.   This
would pose no cost to the already cash strapped
school, using USG’s previous failed attempt to
deal with 25th Street.  Lovell said the courtyard
was proposed by former USG President
Kaleem Qureshi. “But if we make a stronger
push we may be able to close the block,” Lovell
added.  Noting his presidential term will come
to an end after commencement he said, “I can
definitely look into the process and explore the
possibility.” 
The addition of a safety feature is of no con-
sequence to Sherry Papadopoulos because in
her experience, “the cars passing are very cour-
teous, there are no turns from Third Avenue
onto 25th Street so there is not much traffic.”
She explained that crossing isn’t dangerous at
all, saying that we are adults and must be
responsible for ourselves.  
While many students may disagree with
Papadopoulos’s statement, we will all have to
cross with caution in lieu of a safety feature.
Safety Options Abound 
for 25th Street
By ADENIKE HUGGINS
Contributing Writer
Most people would agree that the Vertical
Campus’s escalators are at most inconsistent.
On any given day, a survey of the student body
would produce a lengthy list of complaints,
including the hazardous two-way traffic created
when one of the escalators is being repaired.  
The escalators, more often than not, seem to
be out of commission.  It occurs with such fre-
quency that some students simply refuse to take
them.  “They are always problematic, I avoid
taking them,” said Fatima Siddiqui.  As he was
traveling up the escalator, Daschun Simmons
said, “They’re cool now, but they are often very
troublesome,” citing the two-way traffic as his
number one complaint.  
For a device that was designed to facilitate
convenience and efficiency, they have become
a second set of stairs.  Students climb them as
they would steps when they are not in service.
For members of Baruch’s aged population like
Tracy Burnett, “they are terrible and I am old,”
she said.  
Some students chalk the non-working escala-
tors up to a larger school-wide issue of poor
construction and low-quality materials used in
the Vertical Campus.  “They focused more on
the look [of the building] than the function,”
said Meredith Morris, a student.  While that
may be a separate issue entirely, the solution to
the escalator problem may lie closer to the stu-
dents than the administration.  
“The students mess up the escalators,” said
Damian Desiree.  He went on to explain that
bad habits such as “littering” mess up the esca-
lators.  Desiree says he has also witnessed first
hand students pulling on the handrails in a way
that is inconsistent with proper use.  
Dan Kaufmann, director of Building and
Grounds explained, “escalators are notorious
for having these types of problems.”  When
asked about whether the quality of the escala-
tors had anything to do with their inconsisten-
cy, Kaufmann replied, “go to any buildings
with escalators and you will see this problem.”  
Morris insists the many things in the Vertical
Campus don’t work well because they are
cheap.  According to Kaufmann the escalators
are still under warranty, meaning that all repairs
are of no cost to the college, excluding those for
vandalism.  The same company that installed
the escalators maintains and repairs them, he
said.  The immense safety features cause the
escalators to be sensitive and, the slightest thing
may cause them to stop working.  
Kaufmann also cites these safety features as
the reason for the long repair time because the
units must be dismantled in order to find out
what the problem is and then reassembled.  As
such, the definition of vandalism is broad and
includes such things as getting articles of cloth-
ing caught in the combs, kicking the safety
glass, and jumping on the landing plates.  
The littering that Desiree noted, such as drop-
ping pens, pencils and other debris on the esca-
lator and pulling the handrails, is also consid-
ered vandalism.  Kaufmann said that once the
sensors note a safety breach they automatically
shut off and must be repaired.  These are the
repairs that cost the school money, and fall out-
side of the warranty. When asked if there will
be an end in sight to money spent on repairs,
Kaufmann said students must be more careful
when riding the escalators.
Escalators Will Continue
to Be a Nuisance 
The shortcomings of Baruch’s escalators may be the fault of the students themselves.
(Photo/ Aaron Siegel)
The strip of 25th Street between Lexington and Third Avenues pose a safety hazard for stu-
dents. (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)
Search Progress Report #1
March 18, 2004
To: The Baruch College Community 
From: Trustee Valerie Lancaster Beal, Chair,
Baruch Presidential Search Committee
A nationwide search for the next president of
Baruch College is now underway.
Advertisements for the Baruch presidency have
appeared in The New York Times, T h e
Chronicle of Higher Education, The Wall Street
Journal, The Chronicle of Philanthropy,
Affirmative Action Register, and El Diario;
other publications include Black Issues in
Higher Education (March 25th issue), and
Hispanic Outlook in Higher Education (March
22nd issue).
In early March, more than 1,000 higher edu-
cation leaders nationwide received a letter from
the Chancellor soliciting nominations and
applications for the presidency. The Committee
has retained an executive search firm,
Korn/Ferry International, which has a long
track record of successful searches for CEOs of
higher education institutions as well as for
other executives.
There are usually a number of good candi-
dates who do not respond to advertisements,
sometimes because they are not actively seek-
ing a new job, sometimes because they are con-
cerned about confidentiality. It will be
Korn/Ferry’s job to recruit these persons.
The search consultant working with the
Committee is Ms. Nancy Cook, who is well
aware of the current and potential leaders of the
higher education community. She and her asso-
ciates have become familiar with the campus
and its aspirations through their site visit to
Baruch and the informational materials provid-
ed to them.
These multiple activities will generate numer-
ous queries, nominations and letters of interest.
While the Committee will continue to consider
applications throughout the search process, we
have encouraged candidates to let us know of
their interest by April 1st. The Committee will
hold its first candidate screening meeting on
April 14th.
The Search Committee is committed to con-
ducting the broadest possible national search
for a candidate of exceptional quality. We
would like to invite anyone in the Baruch
College community to submit the names of any
individuals they feel should be encouraged to
become a candidate. Those communications
should be sent directly to Ms. Nancy Cook,
Managing Director, Korn/Ferry International,
11 Penn Center, Suite 2626, 1835 Market
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103; Fax: 215-568-
9911; Email: Baruchcollege@kornferry.com.
The entire Baruch College community will
receive regular progress reports on the search
through its completion. The Committee has
pledged total confidentiality, consonant with
the paramount need to protect the confidential-
ity of the individuals involved. 
On behalf of the Search Committee, I want to
thank those of you who already have con-
tributed to the search process with your time
and your advice. When the process is further
along, and finalists are asked to visit the cam-
pus, the Committee intends to make sure that
there is broad involvement by the college com-
munity.
Search Progress Report #2
May 12, 2004
TO: The Baruch College Community
FROM: Trustee Valerie Lancaster Beal, Chair
Baruch College Presidential Search Committee
The Baruch College Presidential Search
Committee has considered dozens of candi-
dates and interviewed eight (8) of them late
April and early May.
Four (4) candidates have been scheduled to
visit the campus for full day interviews. The
schedule is as follows: 
Monday, May 17, 2004 
Mr. Robert J. Reinstein, Vice President, Dean
& Professor of Law, Temple University on
Tuesday, May 18, 2004 
Dr. Kathleen M. Waldron, Dean, School of
Business, Public Administration & Information
Sciences Long Island University
Thursday, May 20, 2004 
Dr. Astrid E. Merget, Dean & Professor, School
of Public & Environmental Affairs, Indiana
University – Bloomington
Monday, May 24, 2004 
Dr. Stephen Spinelli, Jr., Director, Arthur M.
Blank Center for Entrepreneurship Babson
College
The finalists will meet with Faculty,
Departmental Chairs, Student Representatives,
Vice Presidents, Deans, Administrative Staff,
Alumni and Baruch College Fund representa-
tives. Finalists will also address a one-hour
Town Hall Meeting/Open Forum to which all
members of the campus community are invited.
Following introductory comments by the can-
didates, audience members will have an oppor-
tunity to ask questions. Individuals are urged to
refrain from making inquiries about specific
candidates through telephone calls or any other
means. Carrying out background checks on the
candidates is the responsibility of the Search
Committee and should not be undertaken by
any member of the campus community. If there
are specific concerns, please convey them to
the Korn/Ferry Consultant Nancy Cook via
email at Nancy.Cook@kornferry.com and they
will be handled accordingly.
Each of the campus groups selected to meet
with the candidates will file a feedback report.
The Chancellor will consider these reports and
advice as he evaluates the candidates. 
Ms. Mary Gorman Hetherington, Office of
the President, is serving as the Campus Liaison.
She has circulated on campus a schedule for all
meetings, as well as the location for each day’s
Open Forum.
Biographies submitted by each of the candi-
dates are attached. The full curriculum vitae for
each candidate is available through Ms.
Gorman Hetherington.
Presidential Search Committee Progress Reports
BARUCH COLLEGE, N.Y. -- Who do you go
to when you need information about a course,
have questions about the BOSS system, or sim-
ply can’t find a classroom? The answer, of
course, is the administrative staff.  Yet the good
work of this staff, up until this year, has largely
gone unrecognized.  In contrast, it has been cus-
tomary around graduation time to recognize the
outstanding achievements on the part of stu-
dents and faculty.
This year, the Zicklin School of Business ini-
tiated awards for outstanding service on the
part of its office and administrative assistants.
As Dean John Elliott noted at the Zicklin
Honors and Recognition Ceremony on May
7th, it is these individuals who are on the front
line in responding to students’ c o n c e r n s ,
answering their questions and easing the way.
The inaugural Service Excellence Award
recipients in 2004 were Troy Taylor of the
Dean’s Office, Shelley Watson of the Law
Department, Noemi Taveras of Graduate
Student Services, and Linda Moore of the
Management Department. 
The honorees were selected based on input
from students, faculty, administrators and staff
and through a web-based nomination form. The
Service Excellence Awards will be given out
annually at the Zicklin Honors and Recognition
Ceremony.
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INTERNATIONAL
American Captive Beheading Linked to al
Qaeda
The CIA has concluded the man behind the
gruesome beheading of American captive
Nicholas Berg was likely al-Qaeda associate
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi.  The U.S. government
has put a $10 million bounty on the 37-year-old
Jordanian native, now believed to have a strong
link to Osama bin Laden and the al-Qaeda ter-
rorist network.  A video publicized last week
showed al-Zarqawi, along with four other
armed, hooded men, decapitating Berg with a
machete-like knife.  One of his associates then
proceeded to show the American captive’s head
up for the camera.  The ruthless killers said
their motivation to kill Berg was partly a retal-
iatory action towards the abuse of Iraqi cap-
tives in Baghdad’s Abu Ghraib prison.   
Rumsfeld Makes Surprise Visit to Iraq
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld made
an unannounced visit last Thursday to the Abu
Ghraib prisons in Iraq.  As a result of the abuse
of Iraqi captives that had recently become pub-
lic, Rumsfeld told prison commander Maj.
Gen. Geoffrey Miller to evacuate as many pris-
oners as possible.  Miller agreed to follow the
order, saying he would cut the prisoner popula-
tion down by half of the current estimate of
3,800.  The United States and its coalition allies
presently have about 7,000 to 8,000 inmates in
roughly a dozen Iraqi prisons.  Rumsfeld has
taken the explosive controversy surrounding
the Abu Ghraib prison in utmost seriousness,
saying it was a “body blow” for all Americans
and those military men and women who partic-
ipated in these actions egregious actions would
be dealt with accordingly.  The Defense
Secretary has also made the comments, in light
of this disturbing incident, that it’s plausible to
believe that the mission in Iraq could fail in the
same fashion as did the Vietnam War.
U.S. to Leave If Requested by Iraqis
Although highly improbable, current U.S. gov-
ernor of Iraq, L. Paul Bremer, made the stun-
ning admission last Friday that A m e r i c a n
forces would leave if the new interim Iraqi gov-
ernment, set to take power on June 30, made
such a request.  Bremer said it would not be
appropriate to stay in a nation that does not
welcome the U.S.’s presence.  An American
coalition spokesman said that under U.N. reso-
lution 1511, U.S.-led forces can rightfully
remain in Iraq through the coalition process.  In
light of the Abu Ghraib prison scandal, which
ultimately caused Bremer to speak so forth-
rightly about a possible U.S. exit, Washington
officials fully expect American forces to main-
tain a presence in the Middle East come the
June 30 deadline and beyond.    
Gandhi Revival Leads to Indian Election
Upset
The world’s largest democracy was turned
upside down last Thursday when an unforeseen
victory for the opposition Congress party took
place in India’s Parliament.  Distraught over
not being part of their country’s recent eco-
nomic boom, millions of Indian citizens mired
in poverty chose to oust the party of current
Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee.  It was
expected that Sonia Gandhi, the Italian-born
widow of former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi,
would be the leading candidate to replace
Vajpayee, who quit following the election
results.  The final tallies showed Gandhi’s
Congress and its leftist party allies winning 279
of the overall 539 seats, enough to form the
new government based on capturing a majority
of the national legislature.  Vajpayee’s ousted
Bharatiya Janata party and its allies collected
187 seats, with smaller parties and independ-
ents managing 73.           
Japanese P. M. to Visit North Korea
Japanese news reports have speculated that
Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi will make a
trip to Pyongyang later this week in an attempt
to bring home family members of Japanese cit-
izens abducted years ago by North Korea.  A
successful trip would be a feather in Koizumi’s
political cap since his ruling coalition faces
critical Parliamentary elections in July. The
Japanese leader last visited the Communist
Korea in a landmark 2002 summit meeting
with North Korean leader Kim Jong Il, when
the release of the five remaining survivors of
the 13 Japanese citizens abducted was agreed
upon.  Pyongyang officials have admitted the
abductions were carried out in the past to train
spies in the Japanese ways and customs.    
NATIONAL
Police Union Endorses Kerry over Bush
In a political coup for the Democratic
Presidential nominee, Massachusetts Senator
John Kerry received the endorsement of a
police union that supported President Bush in
the infamous 2000 election.  The International
Brotherhood of Police Officers felt the head
Republican leader was no longer the right exec-
utive commander to maintain strong support
for police officers.  The Bush campaign refuted
the police union’s sentiments, claiming the
President has given law enforcement the neces-
sary tools, including financial, to carry out their
required tasks.  The IBPO previously endorsed
former President Bill Clinton in 1992 and 1996. 
Gay Marriages to Proceed in Beantown
A federal appeals court last Friday upheld a
previous Massachusetts court ruling allowing
the civil union of gay couples to continue in the
foreseeable future.  On the previous day, U.S.
District Judge Joseph L. Tauro ruled that the
state’s high court acted accordingly in stating in
its November decision that gay marriages were
permissible under the Massachusetts
Constitution.  Conservative state lawmakers
and activists had requested an emerg e n c y
injunction, but were denied by Tauro.  The
opposing groups then placed an appeal to the
U.S Supreme Court, which has yet to rule on
this case.          
CITY
Giuliani to Testify Before 9/11 Panel
Former New York City Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani is set to appear before the September
11 commission this Wednesday, just a few
miles from Ground Zero.  The scheduled meet-
ing is of special interest since the panel’s ques-
tions could put Giuliani in a compromising
position with the Republican Party. The con-
sensus is that the former Gotham mayor is
looking to gain more clout with the GOP, and
any criticism of the Bush Administration dur-
ing the session could jeopardize his chances of
promotion and further establishment.  The pos-
sibility of Giuliani’s testimony alienating fel-
low Republicans could ruin any chance of the
New York City native winning the keynote
speaker slot at the Republican National
Convention, which is being held at Madison
Square Garden this coming September.
BUSINESS
Krispy Kreme in Trouble
Lawsuits against Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
were filed by shareholders last week, contend-
ing that the popular North Carolina-based food
retailer had misled its investors about the direc-
tion of the business.  Krispy Kreme recently
went on record to say that the popularity of
low-carbohydrate diets had hurt its sales, and
would dampen profits and expansion plans.
Subsequently, the chain’s stock price plummet-
ed by a third to its 52-week low of $20.30 on
May 10, after having closed only three days
earlier at $31.80.  The shareholder lawsuits cur-
rently filed are on behalf of all investors who
purchased Krispy Kreme shares from August
21, 2003 to May 7, 2004.  Charges have been
made that the popular doughnut retailer under-
estimated its chief rival Dunkin’ Donuts, and
showed no regards to indications that the busi-
ness expanded too quickly.
Sources: Associated Press, CNN, New
York Daily News, Reuters
News and Business
Roundup
By PETER KWON
Circulation Manager
On May 11, 2004 the Undergraduate Student
Government, held its last meeting of the semes-
ter.
President’s Report
President Adrian Lovell announced that all
the candidates for the position of Baruch
College president will come visit Baruch
College on May 17, 18, 20 and 24. The four
candidates will meet with the senior adminis-
tration, administration staff, faculty leaders,
students and alumni. Moreover, the candidates
will tour the campus and hold an open forum
from 3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. Lovell greatly encour-
aged Baruch students to attend the open forum
if possible, in order to show students’ unity and
support as well as active participation and
involvement.
Lovell informed the Senate of CUNY’s latest
release of the master plan for the next four
years. For more information on this plan con-
cerning all CUNY institution visit
www.cuny.edu.
Lovell thanked the Senate for their support
and work done for the government. H e
announced that he will be present for next
semester’s first USG meeting to counsel the
Senate on the next direction and goals they
should establish for next semester.
Vice President’s Report
Vice President Muhammed Iqbal wished
Lovell the best of luck for the future and
acknowledged him as the best president he has
had the privilege of working with.
Academic Affairs
Upper Senator Kevin Baball announced that
this is his last semester in Baruch College and
thanked the Senate for giving him the opportu-
nity to be part of it.
Legislative Affairs
Upper Senator Jody-Ann Graham spoke
about success of Spring Fling for Baruchians
who enjoyed free food and games. Students
told Graham it was a nice break from these
stressful last weeks at Baruch.  Graham
announced that there were a total of 80 regis-
tered voters at the end of the Spring Fling.
Lovell announced that Career Night went very
well and many students spoke to representa-
tives.
Campus Affairs
Barrow announced that a Luau party will take
place on May 14 from 6 - 10 p.m. Barrow also
announced that on May 18 the awards dinner
will be held; attendees must dress business
casual.
Finance
Lower Senator Liliana Chang reported that
Sigma Alpha Delta honor society will receive
$500 for its budget. The money will be used
for the induction ceremony and the “Mrs.
Baruch Pageant” event.
New Business
The senate is looking for students to partici-
pate in the Freshman Convocation
Ceremony.
By NOEMI TORRES
Staff Writer
BARUCH COLLEGE, N.Y. — Poet and
Baruch College Distinguished Professor of
English Grace Schulman has been named a
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation Fellow for 2004, among 185 artists,
scholars, and scientists in 79 disciplines. The
Guggenheim Fellowship is one of the most
prestigious individual awards available to writ-
ers, artists, and scholars. 
Schulman’s poetry has been widely published
in journals and anthologies. Her collections
include “The Paintings of Our Lives,” “For
That Day Only,” “Hemispheres,” and “Burn
Down the Icons.” She is the recipient of a
Delmore Schwartz Award for Poetry and of a
Poetry Fellowship from the New Yo r k
Foundation of the Arts. She also is author of
“Marianne Moore: The Poetry of
Engagement”; editor of “Ezra Pound”; transla-
tor from the Hebrew of T. Carmi’s “At the
Stone of Losses”; and co-translator from the
Spanish of Pablo Antonio Cuadra’s “Songs of
Cifar.” 
Schulman serves as poetry editor of The
Nation, and is former director of the interna-
tionally renowned Poetry Center at New York’s
92nd Street Y.
First-Ever Service 
Excellence Awards
Distinguished Professor of English 
Grace Schulman is Named 
Guggenheim Fellow for 2004
The inaugural Service Excellence Award recipients from left to right: Troy Taylor, Shelley
Watson, Noemi Taveras, and Linda Moore. (Photo/ 
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plans to create University centers, through the
hiring of multiple professors in a discipline, for
photonics, the biosciences, urban environment
and U.S. history.
CUNY recently purchased Governors Island,
and now official plans are under way to build a
campus there. The proposal is for a Governors
Island Simulation Center, which will be used
by researchers to understand and address major
urban issues like traffic and epidemic diseases.
It also has the potential to be used by
researchers in finance and biotechnology. Four
two-week programs for schoolchildren are slat-
ed for the summers, when they could improve
math and science skills and learn computer-
simulation techniques. Honors College students
will find a future home there as well, in a
planned space that will allow them to interact
with artist-teachers from around the world, and
these teachers would also create a cultural
atmosphere by giving seminars and lectures.
Another notable addition to the campus will
be the $198 million CUNY Advanced Science
Research Center on the City College campus in
Harlem.
The CUNY Honors College, which has been
a rousing success, will be expanded to a multi-
campus affair, with students able to work and
take classes at any college in the system,
including the Graduate Center, and new pro-
grams are in the works for an Overseas Honors
program, upper-division and Honors graduate
student services, and the creation of an Honors
College Alumni Association.
Baruch itself is scheduled for upgrades and
new programs as well. A pre-BBA program is
proposed that will permit graduates of CUNY’s
six community colleges with a requisite G.P.A.
to apply to the Zicklin School of Business.
Zicklin recently became part of a joint
M.D./M.B.A. program with the Mount Sinai
School of Medicine, and will soon offer a joint
Nursing/Public Administration master’s degree
with Hunter College. There is also the possibil-
ity of a consolidated real estate program. The
small School of Public Affairs will receive a
boost with the opening of the Census Bureau
Research Data Center, and $2 million in fund-
ing is being set aside for the 2008 renovation of
the 23rd Street Building.
In preparing the plan, Dr. Louise Mirrer, the
University’s chief academic officer, met with
focus groups composed of faculty and students
to make sure that their opinions were taken into
account. These meetings took place through
last fall and winter, and on April 20th a final
draft was presented to all groups. The final was
approved at a meeting of the Board on May 3.
Panel Discusses NYC 
Emergency Preparedness
recounted that on September 11th, there was an
outpour in interest of average New Yorkers who
wanted to help in the disaster relief.
Unfortunately, many who wanted to help were
turned away due to an unorganized emergency
system.  
“We need to stop squandering our resources,”
said Miller.  “We need a concrete ‘here’s what
you can do’ plan.”  
One group of people Miller suggests can be a
great resource are CUNY’s 400,000 students.
CUNY students hail from 167 countries and
speak 119 languages, serving as an excellent
pool of translators during an emerg e n c y.
Vallone stressed the importance of having a
community-based emergency response system.
“Let’s [train volunteers] before the next attack,
not after,” he said. 
Panel members also expressed grievances
against Albany and the Federal government for
not providing New York City with enough
money to fund anti-terrorism projects.  For
instance, New York State ranked second-to-last
nationwide in funding for Federal Fiscal Year
2003 (FFY03) and again in Federal Fiscal Year
2004 (FFY04) for civilian preparedness pro-
grams. In FFY03, New York State received
$5.09 per person in homeland security funding.
Wyoming, in contrast, received $35.66 for each
of its residents.  In FFY04, New York State
received a mere 35-cent increase.  Albany has
also continuously kept 20 percent of the feder-
al funds for itself, leaving only $4.35 to protect
each New Yorker.
“I don’t doubt that Vice President Cheney’s
home state of Wyoming has many fine attrib-
utes,” said Miller.  “But I don’t think Wyoming
needs five times more per capita in federal anti-
terrorism funding than New York.”  In FFY03,
New York State ranked second-to-last per capi-
ta in federal funding for its Community
Emergency Response Teams.  In FFY04, New
York State again ranked second-to-last and this
time also had to share its CERTS funding with
Citizens Corps.  In fact, New York City’s
Citizens Corps funding has depreciated 34 per-
cent since FFY02. Maloney said that New York
was “under funded and under prepared.”
Balboni pointed out that EMS workers have
not received any fundamentally different train-
ing since September 11th due to a lack of funds.
“We need to go beyond the traditional response
we have,” he said. Liu said that the MTA also
needed more anti-terrorism funding from the
federal government.  “They should remember
what happened in Madrid,” he added, in refer-
ence to the recent terrorist attacks that occurred
on Madrid’s commuter trains that killed 190
people. 
“We don’t get the support from the Bush and
Pataki administration that we deserve,” said
Miller.  “We are shortchanged and it’s wrong.”
special adviser to Vice President Rockefeller;
the chairman and CEO of the New York Stock
Exchange; and chairman, president, and CEO
of Aetna.
As SEC chairman, Donaldson takes responsi-
bility for holding accountable all those who
have violated the public trust, demanding
responsible corporate governance throughout
the business and financial world, and strength-
ening America’s market structure and image
amongst investors.
Donaldson follows other notable graduation
speakers that have included New York City
Deputy Mayor Daniel Doctoroff in 2003, U.S.
Congresswoman Carolyn Maloney in 2002,
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg in
2001, actor Harry Belafonte in 2000, Vice
Chairman of Ernst & Young and namesake of
the Baruch College Accounting Department
Stan Ross in 1999, “All in the Family” produc-
er Bernie West in 1998, actress Lynn Redgrave
in 1995 and Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development under President Bill Clinton in
1994.
This year, the keynote speakers at other
CUNY schools include former President Bill
Clinton at City College; New York Attorney
General Eliot Spitzer at Kingsborough
Community College; Congressman Vi t o
Fossella at the College of Staten Island;
Renowned civil rights attorney Fred. D. Gray
will attend commencement at the John Jay
College of Criminal Justice, and Elaine Ruth
Jones, president of the NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund is set to speak at Medgar
Evers College.  
U.S. Surgeon General Richard Carmona, is
returning to his native South Bronx to be hon-
ored by Hostos Community College, and
Brooklyn College honoree Robert J. Silbey, the
dean of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology’s School of Science.
Also, musician and civil rights activist Willie
Colòn, Lehman College honoree; novelist
Walter Mosley, City College honoree; painter
Lee Bontecou, Brooklyn College honoree; poet
Marie Ponsot and pioneering CBS News pro-
ducer Don Hewitt, honorees of the University
Graduate Center. Award-winning WNBC-TV
reporter Ti-Hua Chang will speak at the New
York City College of Technology.
SEC Chairman is Spring 2004 
Keynote Commencement Speaker
Dollars and $ense Panel Discuss
Prospect of West Side Stadium
ence a taste of what the convention center
would look like along with other infrastruc-
tures. In the plan, there is an arcade, stores, a
marketplace and an expansion of Hudson River
Park and West Side Park, adding cafés along
side. 
Still, not all panel members were for the
expansion and development of a new stadium.
Brad Humphreys, a sports economist and asso-
ciate professor of economics at the University
of Maryland - Baltimore County, provided a lot
of evidence regarding the economic impact
since he conducted 30 years of research on the
matter.
“[Stadiums] don’t look like they are engines
of economical growth,” said Humphreys. 
The evidence he found falls into two cate-
gories, prospective and retrospective.
Prospective evidence relies on direct measures
of spending and uses multipliers to calculate
the impact of the spending. The retrospective
evidence doesn’t rely on prospective; rather it
looks at statistics and spending in past cities
that have had a new stadium built.  
When one thinks of the claims in prospective
evidence, the most common ones according to
Humphreys are: the local economy doing bet-
ter, the creation of new jobs, the revitalization
of neighborhoods and an increase in tax rev-
enue.
“The problems—inappropriate use of multi-
pliers, improper definition of area of interest, a
failure to distinguish net effects from gross
effects,” said Humphreys, with many more to
list.  
Other problems include the calculation only
of benefits and the omission of opportunity
costs. “It’s $600 million that’s not spent on
other things,” said Humphreys.  
Another problem with the development of a
new stadium is the “Wal-Mart effect.” This is
when a larger store selling many products drive
out local stores specializing in a single or a few
items. Other problems include the reallocation
of spending in a city, which is really not new
spending, and the probability that living in a
city with a professional sports franchise may
actually lead to low earnings in these cities. 
The real benefits are not monetary. The city
gains an enhanced image, there is a sense of
community and individuals will be employed in
the stadium. Still, Humphreys doesn’t think
that many will benefit from the new stadium.
“A small number of people will benefit greatly
[such as] players and politicians,” he said. 
After studying the economic impact of new
stadiums, Humphreys feels that the impact
varies across sectors of many local economies.
The cost would be about $50-$60 per person.
“[We] don’t need the Jets to be a world class
city,” he remarks. “Look at the community ben-
efits and issues.” 
Another panelist, Michael Kalt, analyst for the
City of New York from the Office of the
Deputy Mayor said that the city needs this proj-
ect to develop new businesses and generate
money.
“Look at the projects by revenue,” said Kalt.
“We are bringing new businesses within the
region back.” 
Kalt’s argument focused around two points:
taking the two square miles of underutilized
land and building upon it to have job growth,
and bringing business to New York City. Most
of his discussion was about generating revenue
for this $600 million project.  “We believe [the
plan] will do that and that’s why we support it,”
he said.
Anne Michaud, a reporter for Crain’s New
York Business, questioned the other panelists.
Her first question, directed towards Sheely,
dealt with the benefits of a stadium instead of a
convention center.
Again, Sheely went back to the convention
center. “The Javits Center has wanted an expan-
sion for 18 years,” responded Sheely. “There is
a strong likelihood of proceeding.” 
The next question from Michaud was for
Humphreys, regarding if there was a likely
chance that a cultural center, a convention cen-
ter and a stadium could all work together. “It’s
not out of the question. It might succeed,” said
Humphreys.  
Sheely added that, “It doesn’t work in other
cities as well as it will in New York.”  
Kalt answered the next question about Mayor
Bloomberg’s agenda. “We need the expansion
of business districts,” he said.
Mills brought up a critical issue concerning
the building a new stadium: the 2012 Olympics.
In response Sheely said, “New York deserves a
stadium.” 
“Montreal is still paying [their stadium] off,”
added Humphreys.  
Two questions from audience members
reflected the concerns of members in New York
City neighborhoods. “Will the new centers be
opened to all of different economic back-
grounds?” “How much will a ticket be, a hot-
dog? Will it cost $4.50 like it does now?”  
“The events will be priced like they are now
at the Meadowlands and Madison Square
Garden,” answered Sheely.
“To what extent will there be education for
kids,” asked Roslyn Bernstein, journalism pro-
fessor at Baruch. “There will be a community
benefit agreement,” said Kalt. 
“The Jets after school academy program for
community outreach is expanding,” added
Sheely.
“Results show they depress economic
growth,” said Humphreys. “Just look at my
economic charts.” 
Continued from front
CUNY Chancellor Releases
Four-Year Master Plan
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Dollars and $ense sponsored a panel that discussed the feasibility of building a new foot-
ball stadium on the West Side of Manhattan for the New York Jets. (Photo/ www.3dmd.com)
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Asian Fuzion Takes Fashion and
Dance to a New High
By ZANETA REID
Arts Editor
On April 29, Baruch College flourished with
the beauty and culture of Asia.  The Baruch
Asian Students Association, BASU, delivered
their annual “Asian Fashion and Cultural
Show” much to the anticipation of the Baruch
community. The event cultivated many aspects
of Asian culture including fashion, traditional
and modern dances, as well as up-and-coming
prominent artists in the Asian community.
Even for those who are not Asian, the show had
a little bit of everything that would please the
eyes of any viewer.
“Fuzion,”the title of this year’s event, kicked
off with a traditional lion dance blessing and
granted good luck to the event.  The dance was
well-choreographed and exquisitely put togeth-
er by the Free Mason Athletic Club.  The cos-
tumes and grace executed by the dancers left
the crowd feeling energized and ready for the
progression of the show. The lion dance was
definitely a good omen, because the following
events of the show flowed and displayed a
wonderful depiction of the Baruch Asian com-
munity.
There were a series of dances such as the Nu
Alpha Phi Dance, a step session by the Chinese
Student Association and the brothers of
Lambda Phi Epsilon, Kappa Phi Alpha dance,
and finally the Yo Biatchz.  Each dance was
well-choreographed and unique in its own way
-- who would have thought a business school
would have such talented dancers? And if the
dancing wasn’t your weapon of choice, then the
lyrical stylings of Darun or the sugar sweet
voice of Liam Barredo were sure to make you
melt.  But the best part of the night was defi-
nitely the fashion scenes ranging from hip hop
wear to gorgeous evening gowns.
The fashion part of the show included scenes
with titles such as Urban Wear sponsored by 5-
Eight, an evening scene titled “Midnight
Enchantment” that showcased gorgeous and
distinct designs in evening wear, a cultural
scene titled “A Glimpse of the Past,” a business
scene titled “Racy,” and my personal favorite:
the lingerie scene called “Sexy and Twisted.”
The clothing was not the only thing that made
the fashion scene as alluring as it was, but the
attractive and well-poised models did as well.
There were a few crowd favorites in the model-
ing scenes, especially for the group of audience
members who kept screaming, “We want
Yudish!”
The fashion scenes could have displayed a
wider variety of clothing, but despite the fact
that the fashions were nothing too out of the
ordinary, the models still did a wonderful job of
wearing them.  There were a few malfunctions
with the sound equipment that left the audience
visibly irritated, and some breaks in betweens
scenes that took a little too long to get through,
but all in all, the show was a superb addition to
the ongoing legacy of Asian cultural shows at
Baruch.  
The hard work and dedication of executive
producer Mariko Perry and co-producer Cindy
Li and all the other clubs and organizations that
participated in the event were clearly evident
and provided a splendid “Fuzion” of Asian cul-
ture for all to see.
Awards Ceremony 
for Dean’s List Students
By SAMANTHA ENTELES
Contributing Writer
The Weissman School of Arts and Sciences
hosted its first awards ceremony to honor stu-
dents who made the Dean’s List, on Tuesday.
The atmosphere was very relaxed, as Roberta
Kessler and the associate dean, Gary Hentzi,
warmly welcomed students. A trio of musicians
greeted guests with a medley of songs as they
entered the room.  In the conference room they
mingled and spoke with faculty and family
members of other students. Myrna Chase, dean
of the School of Arts and Sciences, walked
around the room and personally introduced her-
self and congratulated the students and their
parents.
Dean Chase began the ceremony with an
explanation of why the Weissman School was
holding their first awards ceremony. There was
the need to honor “our best and our brightest,”
in addition to recognizing an individual for
exceptional service.  She went on to describe
the history of the university, from their begin-
ning, as a “ medieval” institution, to the multi-
faceted institution it has become.
After her speech, David Dannenbring,
provost of the School of Arts and Sciences,
entertained the audience with personal tidbits
about his life and school years.  To illustrate the
importance of education and dedication to
schoolwork, Dannenbring used his collection
of over 6,000 children’s books from as far back
as the 1800s.  A student must know as much as
possible about different aspects of life because
it is important for a student to have knowledge
that can be applied in different areas.  The main
theme of his speech was for the students to
“keep up the good work, continue to progress,”
just as he had throughout his own college years.
His main goal was not to be the best, but rather
to learn as much as possible and put all of his
effort into his work.  As a result of this he did
become one of the best in his class and knowl-
edgeable about various aspects of life.
A key point of the evening was the honoring
of a student with a “selfless dedication to the
entire Baruch community,” according to Dean
Chase.  Joan Aguirre, a senior, was given the
Weissman Service Award for the contributions
she has made during her years at Baruch.  She
currently works in the Modern Language
department as a bilingual secretary. At the
same time she is a dedicated Spanish tutor in
the Student Academic Consulting Center.  She
plans to attend Hunter Graduate School and get
her master’s in Spanish.
Other students that were honored for their
academic achievement were: Shoan Alli, Carol
Anderson, Erika Baez, Brikena Bekteshi,
Veronica Belitski, Rosa Caballero, Lior Cohen,
Dora Czovek, Samantha Enteles, Kazuko
Hyakuda, Sivan Kedern, Levi Kraus, Kendra
Levenberg, Jay Mahin, Nicole Mathison, Maria
Montalvo, Angelina Movelli, Jeremy O’Brien,
Melinda Patterson, Mathew Silverstein,
Andreea Ursu, Michelle Washington, and
Lionel Wynter.  In order to make the Dean’s
List a student must maintain a GPA of 3.3 or
higher for two consecutive semesters, which
makes their accomplishments worth being rec-
ognized.
By OZLEM OGUZCAN
Contributing Writer
If the goal of an English professor is to
inspire, motivate and enlighten the lives of stu-
dents, making them believe that if they just
keep their hands moving across a blank page,
honest writing will emerge, then Bridgett M.
Davis is the muse for all aspiring writers. 
In the SkyLight Lounge in the 23rd Street
building on May 6th, an intimate crowd of stu-
dents, faculty and friends gathered in celebra-
tion to enjoy the reading of Davis’ release of
her first novel “Shifting Through Neutral.” 
Even on the spur of the moment, English
Professor Roslyn Bernstein welcomed the audi-
ence and offered words of praise for the dedi-
cation Davis has shown in completing her
book. Bernstein compared the title of the book
to “making the shifts through her life” as pro-
fessor, mentor, colleague, mother, spouse, film
maker and now, a talented novelist. 
Eyeing a colleague in the audience, Davis
said she took the advice of someone and chose
to read an excerpt from her book that deals with
“what young people understand: sex.” With
that, she opened to the page and began to read.
Silently the audience listened as the calming
power and imagination triggered by the human
voice took them to a place far from the crowd-
ed, bustling streets of one city to the long end-
less highways of another.
Davis read knowingly, the familiarity she
shares with the text coming through in her soft,
melodic reading style. On this first reading of
her book, she seemed to savor evey word. “I
slept with it the first night after the release,”
Davis said smiling, proudly clutching her book. 
Set in Detroit, Michigan, the story of a young
girl, Rae, the book spans the course of over 10
years, from 1967 to 1980. Davis called it a
process of self-discovery, and it comes through
in her words. The chosen piece gave the audi-
ence an intimate glimpse into the novel where
Rae is graduating from high school, finding
closure in an unhealthy relationship, and
becoming her own person, all while taking care
of her father whose health is slowly deteriorat-
ing, with Rae as the single witness and aid. 
When asked about the connection of driving
as a metaphor, Davis said that “part of it was
natural.” She went on to explain the times and
places where the story mainly took place. “If
there were folks waiting for the bus, we knew
they were in really bad shape. Everyone had a
car in Detroit.”
Teaching at Baruch for the past 14 years,
Davis calls the school her second home, her
first being in Brooklyn, shared with her hus-
band and son, Tyler.
With the joy of accomplishment gleaming in
her eyes Davis concluded, “Finally, as a gift to
myself after selling the novel, we bought a car.”
Baruch Professor Publishes 
First Book and Gives First Reading
Baruch English professor Bridgett Davis,
gives a reading from her first book “Driving
Through Neutral.” (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)
A Traditional Lion Dance started off the program (Photo Credit/Zaneta Reid)
After 24 years of service to the Baruch
Community, Francine Korotzer, college assis-
tant in the Zicklin Graduate Admissions office,
has decided it is time to retire.  Word has it that
her new grandson, Simon, has something to do
with this decision.  Most students may not
know Francine personally, but she had a lot to
do with graduate students’ admissions into the
Zicklin School.  
Francine is one of two part-time workers in
Graduate Admissions who work tirelessly to
process the thousands of applications they get
each year – making sure all documents are
received, G.P.A.s are calculated, and status
notices are mailed.  The Zicklin Graduate
Admissions office wishes Francine all the best
– we’ll miss you!
Farewell Francine Korotzer
Francine Korotzer (Photo/ Zicklin Graduate
Admissions)
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By MARCIA BARRAN and
ZANETA REID
Editor-in-Chief and Arts Editor
Fashion and cultural shows have a long lega-
cy at Baruch. And with so many diverse clubs
and organizations banding together to organize
these events, there’s sure to be something that
captures your interest. Students, faculty, and
others alike geared up for the Caribbean
Cultural show, and the moment finally arrived
on May 7. Various organizations throughout the
school joined together to make the show hap-
pen including the Caribbean Students
Association, the West Indian Cultural Club,
Students of Caribbean Appreciation, Latin
American Youth, Latin American Student
O rganization, Phi Beta Sigma, and the
University Student Senate. This year’s 31st
annual Caribbean Culture Show, titled
“Colours of Paradise,” drew an unprecedented
crowd of 900+ to celebrate and revel in the
music, culture, and life of the Caribbean.
The event kicked off with the anticipated
“Parade of Flags.” Here, the flags of the West
Indies flew high and proud accompanied by
reggae and soca music. The ladies that danced
in the “Parade of Flags” were well-poised, and
it was the perfect way to get the audience hyped
and ready for the rest of the show. This year’s
host was NAME, and he managed to do a
superb job of hosting the event.  NAME kept
the audience’s interest with his jokes and comic
personality as the show charged forward.
Following the “Parade of Flags” were various
dance, fashion, and cultural scenes. One of the
cultural scenes was called “A Tribute to Haiti,”
and featured a celebration of Haiti’s 200 years
of independence. In this scene, there was a cul-
tural dance as well as a showcase of cultural
and ethnocentric clothing. There was also a
parade of the Haitian flag. 
Another one of the cultural scenes, called
“Latin Reflections,” featured four dancers who
performed salsa and merengue moves with pre-
ciseness and electricity and the dancers were
well in-sync with one another.
One of the dance scenes were performed by
the group N2K, a group of four girls who pre-
sented a choreographed dance that was a fusion
between hip-hop and improv dances. The group
came out on stage with an original, colorful and
eye-catching outfit and also performed their
dance with perfection. The Baruch College
Cheerleaders also performed an upbeat dance
of the same nature.
But no matter how you work around it, fash-
ion always becomes the main event. T h e
show’s models sported outfits from designers
and clothing lines such as: Edwing D’Angelo,
Infinity, Pela, Rafael Vargas, Sharon Nurse,
Sheila Ferrer and Signateur. The outfits on a
whole boasted bold colors and daring cuts, and
for the most part they were all classic pieces.
The models were not as daring as those of last
year’s Caribbean fashion show in terms of full-
fledged nudity, but the crowd still went wild for
these beautiful men and women of Baruch.
But by the end of the night, most of the crowd
began to grow tense in anticipation of the ulti-
mate main event. This year’s grand finale was
in the form of an explosive performance by
Trinidad’s own Machel Montano and the Xtatik
Marching Band. As the band came on stage, the
crowd went wild as they rushed to the front of
Mason Hall just to get a closer glimpse of the
stars. Montano and his band carried on an
almost two-hour set, much to the joy of the
audience. Junko, dubbed the dancehall queen
of Jamaica, came out during the finale to show
off her flexibility and “ass”-ets. 
The show may have been more expensive
than it has been in the last few years - $12 – but
many would agree that it was well worth the
money. The groups who worked to put the
event together not only crafted showcases of
dance and fashion that elapsed into one anoth-
er with ease and grace, but also whet the
appetites of all of those who wait in anticipa-
tion ever spring to see this annual show.
“Colours of Paradise” Showcase
the Rainbow of the Caribbean
9
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BY NEKIA SEYMORE
Contributing Writer
On April 1, 2004, Baruch College’s radio sta-
tion WBMB 87.9 hosted its Official Launch
Party.
“We were pleasantly surprised at the turnout
because we know how our fellow Baruchians
are when it comes to school events. We know
what brings people. The free food and alcohol
was an incentive for the students and the fact
that it was a free event helped to make the event
a success,” said Nekia Seymore, public rela-
tions director of the station. All the station
members felt these sentiments because of the
overall turnout of the party.
A surprise to the students and faculty was
performer Chubby Checker, an icon who has
had a career span of over 40 years. To ease his
way into the times of commercial music and
hip sounding monikers, Chubby has changed
his name to Chubby C and now has a rap group
called the OD. They performed a new song
along with Chubby’s classic hit “The Twist.”
Though his performance came as a shock to
some, the audience eventually let loose and
started twisting along with the rest.
In addition to that, Anthony Burwell (The
Apollo, Hot 97.1, and The Dave Chappelle
Show), Lava Baby, J-Reed and Skye the Limit
also performed. The event’s comedian host was
Rick Younger (Rent, Last Comic Standing,
Showtime at The Apollo, ComedyCures Humor
Ambassador). There was also a 40-minute
comedy segment that was presented by New
York Comedy Club and ComedyCures
Foundation, featuring Baruch’s very own
Danny Lobell.
In addition to the live performances, Roc-A-
Fella hosted the initial leg of the MC Battle
Event of NYC. The MC Battle is a CUNY-wide
event, and the winner of the preliminary round
at Baruch will go on to Hunter College to com-
pete against winners from all CUNY colleges.
The champion will receive a Roc-A-Fella
Trophy, Roc-A-Wear gear and money towards
tuition.  
There was also a raffle with proceeds going to
ComedyCures and WBMB. ComedyCures
Foundation is a renowned organization that
specializes in providing comedy relief to peo-
ple living with illnesses, trauma and any other
types of stress.
Baruch students are faced with the daily pres-
sures of excelling in their studies, while living
in the world’s most competitive marketplace
during a period of economic uncertainty.
Comedy is a proven way to alleviate stress and
increase the ability to focus.
Up for raffle was a custom-made shearling
coat (retail value $4,000) made by CARASAN
TM, a premier fashion designer who was fea-
tured in NYC’s Fashion Week with distribution
outlets in Chicago, Palm Beach and Los
Angeles. NJ Models (www.njmodels.us) mod-
eled CARASAN’s new fashion line at the
event.  Some other items that were up for raffle
were a PDA from CompUSA, a surprise get-
away by Travel-Plus Vacations, gift bags by
Kathleen Kirkwood, a Harlem Wizards shoot-
ing shirt, and NY Comedy Club tickets.  Tofutti
supplied the banner for the event.
Though the event was over a month ago,
things are still happening for the new and
improved college radio station. The Launch
Party was just the beginning for W B M B .
Baruch will definitely see more things happen-
ing for the station. Stay tuned for future events
and special guest appearances. As this semester
draws to a close, the staff members wish to
thank all of the students who have supported
them thus far and wish everyone a happy sum-
mer vacation.
WBMB 87.9 FM Holds
Official Launch Party
Baruch’s Oldest Honor Society
Inducts New Members
By SAMANTHA ENTELES
Contributing Writer
The Sigma Alpha Delta Honor Society held
its 45th Induction Ceremony on Friday May 7,
in the Library building.  The ceremony began at
6 p.m. with a short message from one of the
sponsors, Kaplan Test Prep.  Then there were
speeches from both current Sigma Alpha Delta
members and alumni.  Following the theme of
this year’s ceremony, “Continuous engagement
is key to long-term success,” many of the
speeches included memories of Sigma Alpha
Delta as well as information regarding the
alumni’s success in their careers.
Ronald Aaron, associate dean of students,
attended the ceremony and spoke about his
involvement with Sigma Alpha Delta and the
satisfaction and fulfillment that comes with
volunteering with the society. Aaron has been
a Sigma Alpha Delta supporter for many years
and has been present at many of the induction
ceremonies.
In 1982 he wrote a letter to the president of
the society thanking him for the invitation to
the ceremony which stated, “the quality of
Sigma Alpha members, that I have had the
opportunity to meet, suggests that Sigma Alpha
Delta will continue as a top-flight student
organization for many years to come.”
One of the speakers, Dr. Westina Matthews
Shatteen, a vice-president at Merrill Lynch and
an alumnus, gave an inspiring speech that left
the audience in awe.  Shatteen stated that as she
worked her way up in the business world she
noticed the changes that were taking place.
The field was becoming much more diverse
and she was not the only female, nor was she
the only minority. As she looked out on the
crowd of inductees who would soon be joining
Sigma Alpha Delta, she felt inspired that the
trend she noticed would continue with the
future generations of Sigma Alpha Delta.
Other guest speakers covered topics that were
both nostalgic and relevant to the continuation
of Sigma Alpha Delta’s traditions.  Carlos
Coto, Sigma Alpha Delta’s current president,
spoke of the future of Sigma Alpha Delta.
“Next semester we will be bringing big-name
speakers to Baruch and I hope to pass along my
knowledge and connections to future Sigma
Alpha Delta leaders,” he said.
George Ortell, an alumnus from 1969, spoke
about what Sigma Alpha Delta meant to him
and ended his speech with the Baruch cheer,
which surprised many who did not realize
Baruch had a cheer.  Henry Burger, who was a
Sigma Alpha Deltan in 1948, stressed the
importance of community involvement, which
is one of the society’s main focuses.
Almost 200 students were inducted and took
the oath of membership that night.  With the
oath came the promise that the inductees will
help support Sigma Alpha Delta as much as
they can.
Dmitrijs Nahajs, the chairman of events who
helped plan and coordinate the evening, said,
“This induction ceremony was one of the
largest in years. We are happy to welcome the
new inductees to Baruch’s oldest honor society.
They are now part of something that has been
special to the Baruch community for over 70
years now. Through this pool of individuals, a
lot can be accomplished because everybody
involved is distinct in one way or another. We
can only progress and move forward, the new
inductees will help us achieve our goals.”
The night ended with a buffet dinner and a
chance for current Sigma Alpha Delta mem-
bers, new inductees, and the alumni to speak to
one another. This time provided great net-
working opportunities since many of the alum-
ni have contacts within companies as well as
valuable knowledge about the business world.  
Sigma Alpha Delta is proud of the connection
that has remained between the alumni and the
current members.  Over the last semester they
have managed to bring together six decades of
alumni and create a support group between
members and alumni.  Coto would like the new
inductees to know that, “Sigma Alpha Delta has
both the support of corporate affiliates as well
as prominent alumni,” but also relies on their
future participation.
By BORIS ABRAMOV
Contributing Writer
The Annual Volunteer Recognition Ceremony
for Golden Key's programs took place on
Thursday, in the multipurpose room of the
Vertical Campus. The event was devoted to the
appreciation of the volunteers for their efforts
in helping the New York City community.
Volunteers from various types of activities and
walks of life attended and received certificates.
Golden Key also announced three winners of
scholarships.
This year the Volunteer Recognition
Ceremony was represented by many different
programs, including VITA, Feed the Hungry,
Junior Achievement, March of Dimes, NY
Cares, and Cancer Awareness. Sal Buonocory,
the Program Coordinator for VITA, said that
this year was “by the numbers the most suc-
cessful program Baruch has ever had,” refer-
ring to VITA. The ceremony had more than 100
people in attendance. A special part of the event
included Prince Bartholomew entertaining the
audience with his lyrics.  
Sal Buonocory received one of the two $250
scholarships for his work as the program coor-
dinator for VITA. Connie Kuang received the
other $250 scholarship. She participated in
VITA and is currently the program coordinator
for Visiting Neighbors. James T h o m p s o n
received a $500 scholarship for his work as the
Cancer Awareness Coordinator. He is currently
program director for Golden Key. During the
event the officers of Golden Key also congrat-
ulated and thanked Julia Golbina, president of
Golden Key, for her leadership. This will be her
last semester as president, as she is graduating. 
Adeola Roluga, who participated in NY Cares
Spring Cleanup Day, also received an award.
She was happy about volunteering and said,
“We painted murals. I painted Speedy Gonzalez
and it looked like the original. It was fulfilling
because I got to see a couple of the children run
down the halls in excitement over the murals.” 
The Volunteer Recognition Ceremony was
not formal in nature. After the names of the vol-
unteers were read, students were able to eat,
mingle, and learn about new opportunities.
Golden Key Holds its Annual
Volunteer Recognition Ceremony
Events at the Baruch Performing A rt s
Center
- Lyceum presents "Goethe and the Muse:
Music and Poetry at the Dawn of the Romantic
Era" 
Date: Monday, May 17
Time: 8 p.m. 
Place: Engelman Recital Hall 
Ticket Information: $20, $12 seniors & stu-
dents. Tickets available at the BPAC Box
Office . 
Music and Poetry at the Dawn of the Romantic
Era (see article in Features section)
- Baruch Chorus 
Date: Tuesday, May 18 
Time: 1:45 p.m. 
Place: Engelman Recital Hall 
Ticket information: This event is free and open
to the public. Seating is general admission
available on a first come, first served basis.
- Aquila Theatre presents “Othello”
Dates:  Tuesday, May 18 - Sunday, June 27
Time:   Tuesday - Saturday, 8 pm 
Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday, 3 pm 
Place:   Nagelberg Theatre 
Ticket information: Call (212) 998-8017 (Visa,
MasterCard, American Express) 10 a.m. - 7
p.m., Monday – Friday by phone or email
aquilausa6@aol.com with the order.
Set in a hotbed of racial hatred, jealousy and
mistrust, this great Shakespearean masterpiece
explores the destruction of a noble spirit. Add
Aquila's innovative staging and superb acting
to the genius of Shakespeare, and this produc-
tion of “Othello” becomes a theatrical triumph. 
For more information visit www. a q u i l a t h e-
atre.com.
-The FabClassical5 
Dates and Times:
May 24th @ 8 p.m. Isabelle O'Connell
(Ireland) 
June 7th @ 8 p.m. Grace Guo (Taiwan) 
June 14 @ 8 p.m. Audrey Axinn (USA) 
Place: Engelberg Recital Hall 
Admission: $20 per concert, $15 students &
seniors, $80 for series pass. Tickets available
through the BPAC Box Office. To reserve, call
646-312-4085. Checks and cash only at the
door.
The FabClassical5, New York City's only all-
female group of pianists, is hosting the
Spring/Summer Concert Series to help benefit
its signature non-profit organization, Doctors
Without Borders (50% of the ticket sales will
benefit the organization). The five classically
trained pianists, each from a different country,
will perform their talents in five different solo
piano concerts.
For more information visit www.doctorswith-
outborders.org or www.classical5.com.
Announcements
- Senior Bash 2004 Ticket Sales
Dates: Now through May 24
Time: 10 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Price: $50 per ticket
The Senior Bash will take place on May 31 at
Tavern on the Green. Ticket sales are open to
all graduating seniors. There is a maximum of
two tickets per person.
Sigma Alpha Delta’s alumni attend the ceremony. The alumni span seven decades, includ-
ing graduates from as early as 1940 (Photo credit/ Eric Green)
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By JANA SCHIOWITZ
Contributing Writer
A story surrounded by misfortune and
heartache, "Three Seconds in the Key," a play
by Deb Margolin, depicts the relationship
between a mother, who is battling Hodgkin’s
disease, and her 8-year-old son, an avid New
York Knicks fan. This play, which was running
until last week at the Baruch Performing Arts
Center, is both dramatic and comical and per-
tains to real-life issues including disease, reli-
gion, relationships, and racism. Surprisingly,
what ties reality to the characters is basketball.  
The set is simple, yet brilliant.  There is a
combination of two settings.  The basketball
setting consists of a foul line, hoop and hard-
wood floor.  In the middle of this basketball
court sits a sofa and table where Mother, played
by Catherine Curtin, and her son, played by
Malcolm Morano, bond while watching the
Knicks, a vibrant group of men as opposed to
Mother’s poor spirit, on an imaginary televi-
sion.  The intertwining of these two environ-
ments is peculiar, but once the audience meets
the characters, all of it makes sense.
Early on in the play, one of the Knicks play-
ers (there are five), shows up in Mother’s living
room when her son is sleeping or occupied in
another room.  At first, their relationship is
tense because of the player’s cold and challeng-
ing attitude towards Mother for being inactive
due to her illness.  Tension also arises each time
the player returns because Mother uses the
derogatory Yiddish word for a black person,
“schvartza,” in the presence of the basketball
player.
“Don’t raise your son as a racist,” says the
Knicks player. The integration of race relations
at first seemed out of place, but as it gained
intensity with Mother and the player getting at
each other’s throats, the plot is enhanced and so
is their relationship.  
One of the best scenes in the play is during
one of their heated arguments. There were 24
seconds on the shot clock, enough for both
Mother and the player to have an argument
regarding the white and black race.  This scene
brought out emotion because both characters
realized that despite the difference in skin color,
they are both struggling human beings.  
The flourishing relationship between the two
is inviting. Mother learns the lesson of the
‘three seconds in the key,’ which in basketball
is a three-second violation for staying in the
same spot for too long. Mother and the player
find that they can relate to one another—
Mother battles cancer while waiting for her
‘three seconds in the key,’ and the Knicks try to
deal with their losses on the court.  The Knicks
player, played by Samuel Gates, never sees his
children. On the same note, Mother is afraid she
will never see her son again when the disease
takes over, if she lets it. With each other’s help,
the tone of the play changes from depressing to
hopeful, showing that a person could thrive
despite an illness.
The issue of religion is depicted in various
scenes including during Knicks games and
Mother’s conversations with both her son when
he questions her about Judaism and the Knicks
player when she wants the player to pray with
her (he refuses at first). The reason is unclear,
but maybe it is because Mother is a Jew and the
Knicks player is a Christian. The player finally
does pray with Mother, incorporating a sense of
joy and relief. The use of religion strengthened
the play, while showing a real connection
between each of the characters.
The language in the play is impressive.  Each
of the main characters – Mother, her son, and
the Knicks player – each speak their minds,
sometimes a little slurred and fast, but their
voices are touching and so are their words.
Mother opens the play with a monologue about
smoking marijuana. The first time was for fun,
the second time for pain. Still, one monologue
about a hunting trip was irrelevant and should
have been left out of the script.
Her son, adorable and very intelligent for an
8-year-old, constantly sings about the Knicks.
“Go New York, Go New York, Go,” he sings
several times, which got a little stale by the end
of the play. The son also tries to brighten
Mother’s spirit by posing questions and talking
about hope. "There’s always hope.  One time,
the Knicks were losing… and they made a
comeback," he says.  
Hope is one of the themes in the play. The
Knicks finally win a game and the Knicks play-
er signs the son’s basketball, a dream come
true.  Mother also finds the strength to get up
from the couch and in her nightgown and
bathrobe, she is able to dance with the Knicks
player and dribble a basketball. This ending
turns into something that could be so tragic into
something so beautiful.  
Other elements in the play, including the eye-
catching lighting technique, added to the mood
of the environment and of the characters. While
Mother is on the couch with her son watching
commercials for Foxwoods, a rather interesting
addition to the play that is not really effective,
it is quiet and the lighting is dim. Then, all of a
sudden, one feels as if they were in a stadium
with bright lights, loud music, and the dribbling
of a basketball. It feels like a roller coaster and
not knowing when the lights and music comes
on will give audience members a great thrill.
The play is uplifting and real. The subject of
cancer is touchy but the play has enough comi-
cal relief to override its seriousness, especially
when Mother and the Knicks player get togeth-
er. “I’m sorry the ceiling is so close to your
head,” says Mother.
“Three Seconds in the Key,”
and in the BPAC
By JANA S C H I O W I T Z
Staff Wr i t e r
On May 7, Baruch held the Second A n n u a l
Tutor Certification and Awards Ceremony
presented by the Student A c a d e m i c
Consulting Center (SACC). Ninety people
attended the event to honor the tutors includ-
ing students, their family, friends, and facul-
ty members. 
Carol Morgan, director of SACC, wel-
comed everyone along with Dr. Myrna
Chase, dean of the Weissman School of A r t s
and Sciences. “The tutors represent real lead-
ership and competence and give it to others,”
said Dean Chase.
D r. David Potash, associate provost for aca-
demic affairs, also spoke at the ceremony. “I
have enjoyed seeing growth in SACC,” said
P o t a s h .
The SACC has had many accomplishments
over the past year. Last October, SACC was
the 2003-2004 recipient of the Frank L.
Christ Outstanding Learning Center Aw a r d
for a Four- Year Institution. The center also
was nationally recognized by the College
Reading and Learning A s s o c i a t i o n .
“I must say that the most impressive
accomplishment of our tutors is their uncon-
ditional commitment to give of themselves to
help their fellow students,” said Morg a n .
Before handing out awards, nine tutors
were recognized since they will be graduat-
ing after this semester. Those students
include Jennie Getzler, Howard Liu, Janice
Lann, Maria Aberion, Jana Schiowitz, Linda
Fung, Christopher Lebron, Carmen
Hoermann, and Amanda Hurley.
Unlike other award ceremonies, this one
was quite different because there was enter-
tainment – skits, opera singing, and poetry.
Tutor Jeffrey Reynolds, receiver of the 2004
Thomas W. Smith Academic Fellow Aw a r d ,
and April Allen, Math Coordinator at SACC,
created a skit titled “Coordinating the
Hemispheres.” This musical interlude then
turned into an opera when both of them sang
“Con Te Partiro.”
“I was blown away by the flawlessness of
their opera voices,” said Estela Hidalgo, a
guest at the ceremony. “I really enjoyed their
r o l e - p l a y i n g . ”
There was also a poetry reading by English
tutor Anna Skylarsky and a tutoring skit per-
formed by Christine Moucha, Nidhi Purohit,
Kira We i n b e rg, and Vidushi Parmar.
At the ceremony, six Outstanding Tu t o r
awards were given to those students who
have shown excellence in the subject they
t u t o r. Howard Liu and Carmen Hoermann
received the Business award, Christine
Moucha received the English award, and
Doris Liu and Vladimir Voronov received the
Math award. The Tutor of the Year award was
given to Amanda Hurley for her involvement
in various workshops and CPE preparation.
“During the interviewing process I ask
every tutor, ‘Why do you want to work as a
tutor?’” said Morgan. “Everyone sitting here
voluntarily responded by saying that they
want to give back to their community. ”
Tutor certification certificates were given
to those tutors who completed Level 1, Level
2 or both levels of training. SACC was
recently granted Level 2 tutoring status by
the CRLA. This year nine students received
Level 1 certification, 15 received Level 2
certifications, and 27 received both Level 1
and Level 2 certification.
In order for tutors to become Level 1 certi-
fied, they must complete at least 10 hours of
both tutor training and tutoring at the center.
Some of the training session topics include
plagiarism, sexual harassment, and learning
styles of students. For Level 2 certification
tutors have to complete at least 20 hours of
tutor training and 50 hours of tutoring during
the year. Topics in Level 2 training sessions
include tutor assessment, questioning skills
techniques, and an introduction to critical
t h i n k i n g .
Not only does SACC consist of tutors, but
also faculty members. This year, A l l a n
Goldstein, PLATO Coordinator, and A p r i l
Allen, Math Coordinator, came to SACC to
help train tutors. Also helping with SACC’s
success is the office staff, led by Judy
C o r c h a d o .
Nidzaida Garcia, PC Consultant at SACC,
received the Special Service Award for 2004,
and The Bernard Schwartz Institute received
the 2004 Special Recognition Award. T h e
Institute helped SACC with tutor training and
preparation for the CPE. Mikhail Gershovich
accepted the award on its behalf.
Many faculty members attended the cere-
mony including Phyllis Zadra, Dean of the
Zicklin School of Business, Mark Sperg e l
from the Communication Studies Department
and Advisement Center, Mary Gorman from
the President’s Office, David Dannenbring,
Provost and Senior Vice President for
Academic A ffairs, and Paula Berggren, an
English professor.
The night ended with a lavish buffet and
conversation at SACC, which was set up with
white linens and roses on every table.
SACC helped many students last year. A t
the center, 5,200 students were tutored a total
of 17,000 hours. SACC also received almost
100% of student satisfaction from student
surveys that were handed out to tutees during
a one-week period.
Second Annual SACC Awards
Held at Baruch
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By STEVEN ZHAO
Contributing Writer
Booklandia is a new website where students
can sell and buy their textbooks directly from
other students at a very cheap price. This is
because students are competing to sell or buy
books, and they will try to reduce the price. The
idea came into being when the creators of the
website heard many students complaining
about buying textbooks at an exorbitant price at
efollet and then selling them at an insignificant
price.
They started to look for a way to help students
lower the amount of money they spend buying
books. Even though there are others ways to
buy and sell textbooks available at Baruch, they
weren't satisfied with any of them. They felt
that those methods were slow, hard to use, dis-
organized and that they didn't provide a lot of
books. 
They wanted to facilitate the transactions
between buyers and sellers of textbooks and
came out with Booklandia.com, where students
can post and buy their textbooks online without
commission. The design of the website is sim-
ple, easy to use and reliable. It has been revised
many times based on feedbacks from users. To
make the transactions more pleasant and secure
they decided to add a ranking and review sys-
tem in which buyers and sellers can give their
comments about the person who sold or bought
the book.
The Booklandia Team consists of Zhou Wei
Jian (Edison), Zhou Wei Zhao (Steven), Zhou
Wei Yu (Jennifer), Lancy Xin, Allen Fang; John
Lee, and Shalina. Their motto is, “Don’t let the
bookstore rip you off anymore, go to
Booklandia.com.” 
By PAUL ALFANO
Contributing Writer
As the heat begins to rise with the summer
months coming quickly, students and faculty
want to break out of school and life as they
know it in New York City. A great getaway to a
beautiful beach or a relaxing resort is on the
minds of many students and faculty walking
around Baruch.
Traveling is an experience to be enjoyed with
friends and family and can be memorable, fun,
and most importantly—expensive! With costs
of tuition going up, students have less money in
their piggy banks to play with.
StudentUniverse is an online travel service that
enables students to travel for less.
Baruch students can now enjoy this service
by visiting www.StudentUniverse.net.  By
negotiating with major airlines,
StudentUniverse provides students with exclu-
sive, significantly discounted airfares including
both domestic and international travel. At most
student travel websites, students have to buy a
special card to prove enrollment status but at
StudentUniverse, the website does the all the
work and contacts Baruch about enrollment
status. Students and faculty also have the abili-
ty to book rail rides, hostels, and travel-insur-
ance online.
Whether one is traveling to party in Mexico
or go to school in Spain, students should not
have to pay full price. Being that I am a student
at Baruch myself, I am familiar with the finan-
cial hardships that many students endure. It is
great to be the campus ambassador for
StudentUniverse at Baruch because I am able
to see how happy and relieved students are
knowing that there are ways to travel without
breaking the bank.
Buy Cheap Books for Next
Semester on Booklandia.com
Travel Plans Begin With
StudentUniverse.net
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2004-2005 Academic Year In Review
Well, another year has come and gone.  
Two semesters completed at Baruch College.  This was the year of the tuition hike, when CUNY students
got squeezed another $800 dollars per year.
The Baruch community had to acknowledge that they were aware of Hepatitis B, as did the rest of New
York State college students.
The student government had to find itself this year after becoming a patchwork of political parties.  We
saw mastery and professionalism in President Adrian Lovell.  
Our college president, Ned Regan, stepped down in January during the fourth year of his tenure, and a
panel will meet this week to decide if any of the candidates are suitable to replace him.
The number 25 seems to be popping up a lot lately around the school too.  The Career Development pro -
posed a $25 dollar fee to the student government for improved services.  The USG shot it down.  The
Zicklin School of Business is aiming for the ‘Top 25.’ The U.S. News and World Report Rankings didn’t
look too favorably on them either, dropping Baruch from 64 to 87 in the national rankings.
It was the year of “The Laramie Project,” which told the story of the gay college student who was killed.
We saw scaffolding come up as snow blanketed New York City early and often.  We saw Ethics Week stress
the importance of academic honesty. A student government election ended with an unexpected result.
Baruch saw the likenesses of Council Speaker Gifford Miller, New York City Police Commissioner Ray
Kelly, State Attorney General Eliot Spitzer and famed exile-writer Salman Rushdie, to name a few.
As a school we also suffered a major loss in the passing of Richard Brody, director of the Study Abroad
program.  
What is ahead?  Well—we don’t know.
We may have a new college president in the fall.  Our new student government President Sime Marnika
will have a lot to prove as he tries to win tip-offs for the Baruch men’s basketball team and at the same
time make the right impression on his fellow student government members.  
As for next year—we will have to wait and see.  And when something does happen The Ticker will be
sure to let you know all about it.  
To the Baruch College community as a whole—have a joyous summer!
Baruch Men’ Tennis—Kings of the Court
The Ticker proudly congratulates the Baruch Bearcats men’s tennis team for emerging victorious in the
CUNYAC tennis championships on May 8.  The team, consisting of Christian Wulff, Boris Krant, Vladamir
Goldin, Alex Sokol, Witton Ng, Jason Johnson, Daniel Dominicci and Andrew Vahab, brought a piece of
hardware back to Baruch College for the first time in two years.  The team swept through the regular sea -
son and the playoffs with much ease, finishing with an 8-0 record and amassing more points than any other
CUNY school in the finals.  We congratulate the team, the athletic department and all those involved in
their success and we look forward to writing many more congratulatory editorials next year!
Congratulations Graduates
We would like to congratulate all of the seniors graduating as part of the Baruch College Class of 2004.
Make the most of your degree!  Remember that all of the accomplishments you have made here are only
stepping stones toward the future.  Make sure that you make the right choices and use your degree as your
ticket to future success in whatever you do.
Also, we would like to thank all of the people who have contributed to The Ticker over the past years and
dedicated their time, sweat and energy into putting The Ticker out on a weekly basis.  
Rosa Caballero has been with the paper for four years serving as Features, News and Executive Editor.
Her hard work could be frequently seen in every issue.  Jasleen Rana’s Baruch College career started and
ended with The Ticker.  She began as Features Editor and came back as a senior to put together a stellar
op-eds page.  Andy Ray Wong has served as Advertising Manager for a year and a half. He has ensured
that all advertising needs have been met while putting countless hours in the behind-the-scenes production
of the paper. Christina Lee has served as business manager for the past year.  She has ensured that the
books have been kept in order and that all of the off the paper needs have been fulfilled.  
We would also like to thank the following writers for their efforts putting out articles on a frequent basis
and ensuring that all of the News, Features, Arts and Sports sections can be stocked with content every
week.  Thank you to Farah Akbar, Jennie Getzler, Peter Kwon, Howard Liu, Jana Schiowitz, Shan-san Wu
and Karah Woodward.
Thank you for all of your hard work and dedication!
“I don’t doubt that Vice President Cheney’s home state of Wyoming has many fine
attributes.  But I don’t think Wyoming needs five times more per capita in feder -
al anti-terrorism funding than New York.”
- Gifford Miller
New York City Council Speaker on terrorism preparedness  
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As much talk as there is about equal opportu-
nity, there simply is no such thing because peo-
ple do not have equal circumstances.  Everyone
is born in families with varying incomes, vary-
ing parenting styles, priorities and education.
Most adults are products of their times and
when they go into the world, they will all not
attend Ivy League colleges with professors of
similar caliber. They will not have occupations
that pay the same, and some will earn millions
due to pure luck while hardworking others may
be stuck in dead-end jobs or failed enterprises. 
If in school, college and elsewhere we expect
and receive equality, we may be severely dis-
appointed upon arriving at the shores of the
real world. We may see employers practicing
nondiscrimination in hiring, but the equality
ends there. 
I’m not saying that there should be no poli-
cies in place for lessening the gap between
socioeconomic groups. However, complacency
is our worst enemy.
There are many immigrants who have less
going for them than citizens sitting on cushions
of education, federal grants, unemployment
checks, and the law. But their weapons are hard
word and self-education. They don’t demand
equality; they make it despite their deeply root-
ed inequality.
In high school, I worked hard to be in the top
10 percent of my class. I applied to many col-
leges around the country. My classmates were
swamped with scholarships to MIT, Columbia
and state universities.  I, however, as an inter-
national student, received none. There was
plenty to complain about, but this was not my
country and if the citizens got first preference,
that was their good fortune. Now comes the
twist.
It was Baruch College that came to my res-
cue and offered me a full scholarship and a
place in their Honors program. It did the same
for my sister.
Maybe we were lucky, but before someone
thinks that Baruch College treats students
unequally, they should know the other side of
the coin.  I’m graduating this year and am
proud to call Baruch my alma mater.
JASLEEN RANA
DOREEN KING
This article is in response to an op-ed piece
entitled “Baruch Is An A ffirmative A c t i o n
Institution” by James Quinn, which appeared in
the Ticker on April 19. It was written in
response to an article from an earlier issue of
the Ticker entitled “ Does Baruch Practice
Negative Action?” by Dr. Arthur Lewin.
Quinn quoted the Baruch College
Undergraduate Bulletin as stating “Baruch is
an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action insti-
tution…Carmen Pedrogo is the Affirmative
Action officer.” He, however, failed to quote
the equally relevant portion of the statement,
which says, “The college does not discriminate
on the basis of age, sex, sexual orientation,
alienage or citizenship, religion, race, color,
national or ethnic origin, disability, veteran or
marital status in its student admissions,
employment, access to programs, and adminis-
tration of educational policies.” One should
not publish that claim unless one intends to
practice it!
As Lewin stated, “perhaps in response to
these complaints (from students with high
G.P.A.s regarding receiving no financial assis-
tance), the Office of Student Development
announced that it was revamping how the
Baruch College Fund Scholarships are being
awarded.” If they are revamping the way in
which scholarship recipients are being chosen,
then how were the scholarship recipients cho-
sen prior to this?
In accordance with the said Statement of
Nondiscrimination, all students within this
institution have equal rights; therefore none of
those factors mentioned in the Statement of
Discrimination should be an issue in the award-
ing of scholarships.
Merit scholarships are supposed to be award-
ed to students who merit them. Diff e r e n t
departments of the school have different per-
spectives on this issue. Some say internation-
al students are eligible for all Baruch scholar-
ships while some say they are eligible for
some. Then, from another department, a staff
member rudely said to an international student
that Baruch does not give scholarships to them
since their being here signifies that they have
money and if they don’t, they should go back to
their country.
Another notable breach of this
Nondiscrimination Statement can be found
within the Career Development Center. In the
coordination of their Internship and Career
fairs, how much thought and effort is put into
executing the said Equal Opportunity policy?
If all students are supposed to have equal
access to programs then all students should
have the right to obtain, make use of or take
advantage of the said internship fair programs.
Yet, once again, a certain group of students are
not afforded the same opportunities as the
remainder of the student population. T h e
majority of the companies whose recruiters are
present at these fairs are not interested in hiring
international students. Therefore, too often we
have the situation where students expense
themselves in order to attend these fairs only to
find out that most of the companies present
have no interest in hiring them, not because
they are not qualified, but because of their
alienage. Company policy is exactly that, com-
pany policy, therefore one cannot take offense
or be disgruntled by these companies’ prac-
tices.
If companies do not specify this in their
brochures, it is still the job of the CDC to find
out this information. As long as they are pro-
viding a service for the Baruch student popula-
tion, then they should do so for the entire stu-
dent population alike. Isn’t it possible for the
Career Development Center to invite compa-
nies who are interested in hiring international
students? Instead of this simple solution, the
given excuse by some members of staff in this
office is that international students are not sup-
posed to work for money. So what? What
about internships for credit or simple unpaid
internships? Is it not the choice of the interna-
tional students to accept or not to accept these
internships?
From my own research, there are several uni-
versities who have even gone so far as to estab-
lish committees and policies to ensure that all
students are treated equally including interna-
tional students. Remember that every organi-
zation depends heavily on reputation and uni-
versities like businesses cannot afford to have
their reputation tainted, especially when they
are getting so much funding from the said for-
eign students. I can go a little further and
direct you to one specific university who has
such policies in place, University of Maryland.
They too even have special career fairs specif-
ically for international students and other ser-
vices to ensure that all students receive the
same assistance and effort and benefits from
their institution.
So, Mr. Quinn, the question is not “So where
do we go from this mistruth?” It is, instead,
WHERE DO WE GO FROM T H I S
TRUTH?
In a perfect world, race would be irrelevant,
but get real. This is America, and we all know
better! Public funding of programs centering
on race has always been present and is exactly
what led to the enactment of these Affirmative
Action policies. In an effort to correct the
injustices that the other races suffered while
one race prospered, Affirmative Action was put
into effect. The only differences between this
public financing of programs centering on race
is that it is forthright while previous policies
were clandestine and that now several races
will benefit while in the past only one race ben-
efited.
Doreen King is the president of the United
International Student Body.
How many times have we seen the phrase
“Keep in Touch” written in an email, letter, or
even a greeting card? I can recall quite a few
people who wrote this at some point or anoth-
er, but I haven’t seen or heard from them in
years. I wonder why they write it at all if they
don’t mean it.
One of the reasons could be that they do not
know how to end their message. They have
written all they have to write and just need a
cliché phrase to help wrap up what they have to
say. There are so many other things one can
write, like “goodbye” or “I’ve got to go” or
even “until next time,” whenever that is.
Another reason they would use the phrase is
because they genuinely mean to stay in touch,
they just don’t know how to or maybe lack the
motivation to continue to write. Most people
don’t go out of their way to stay out of contact,
unless they have a specific reason to remain
isolated. There’s nothing wrong with that, but
then those are also usually not the kind of peo-
ple who use the special phrase.
Others write the phrase to mislead the person
to whom they are writing into believing that
they actually plan to maintain contact. This is
just an easy way to let down an eager beaver
who believes that people want to communicate
with him or her. The person expects replies to
his or her messages and they get nothing, only
because the phrase was carelessly used.
Now, these are just a few reasons I have come
up with off-hand, but I’m sure there are many
others. 
Less than two weeks are left for the semester
to end. Graduation for this year’s seniors is on
June 1. I am sure toward the end of the semes-
ter there will be many people throwing this
phrase around because they will no longer be in
college and will be starting their new lives after
graduation. After completing their studies at
Baruch, a majority of students get involved in
demanding careers in accounting and finance.
With their hectic schedules, I can imagine why
it would be difficult for them to take out time
during their week to meet a friend or have a
long chat on the phone.
Anyone who has left an institution or moved
away can admit to losing touch with even his or
her closest friends. So next time if you remem-
ber an old friend, just give them a call or send
them an email; they will probably be glad you
did.
Keep In Touch
HARBANI RANA
WRITE FOR THE TICKER
The Ticker Op-Ed Welcomes Your Thoughts!
I think this new “Google 1000” requirement will slow down my
graduation...
Editor’s Note:
Welcome to the end of the semester!
As expected, students sent in political views,
pet peeves, preachings, and parables (though
not as many as we would have liked.)
The Op-Ed section carried long-running top -
ics like affirmative action, controversial ones
like the sacrifice of animals in Islam, endear -
ing articles like ‘Gay warriage won’t hurt us’,
and funny anecdotes on subway experiences.
And then there was the writer who might have
succeeded in having the Out of Order signs
removed from the doors of the V.C. building.
The Ticker is the voice of undergraduate stu
dents and the Op-Ed section is the forum for
them to speak.  Many may not be aware, but
the faculty and the administration does read
The Ticker.
As I leave The Ticker at the end of this semes -
ter, I hope that students continue to use this
powerful tool. I also invite students to come
and join this dynamic organization. 
Below are end-of-the-year remarks from my
colleagues. They and their writers work hard
to bring to you the relevant happenings at
Baruch. I will miss them and wish them the
best for the coming semesters. 
- Jasleen Rana
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The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff.  The Ticker accepts type-
written or e-mailed opinion pieces from Baruch College students. Please note that all pieces must be signed.  Unsigned pieces will not be published. However, when appropriate,
names will be withheld upon request.  Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote.   Writers should provide day and evening telephone numbers, as
well as an e-mail address if possible. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Ed editor.
MARCIA BARRAN
Editor In Chief
AARON SEIGEL
News Editor
HARBANI RANA
Features Editor
ZANETA REID
Arts Editor
PHIL GONG
Sports Editor
“A leader cannot be
effective without the
support, dedication
and hard work of a
great staff.”
“I’d like to thank the
Baruch community
for making news to
report. I wish all of
you a wonderful sum-
mer.”
“Who knew a
Freshman could be a
Features editor?”
“Nothing makes
sense in life, that’s
why life is so interest-
ing to live.”
“It was a joy covering
Baruch sports for the 
JENNIFER
BLECHER
Copy Editor
PETER KWON
Circulating Manager
entire year, especially
women’s softball and
women’s basketball.
Go Bearcats!
“ You can’t take
something seriously
if the person who
wrote it can’t even
take the time to make
sure the words are
spelled right.”
“I had the great plea-
sure of joining the
Ticker this semester
and it has been a great
ride from the begin-
ning. Working on the
school paper will be
an experience I will
always be proud of.”
What Makes You Happy?
DAN MARCHIONE
Recently I did something out of the ordinary
in my life – I watched the evening news.  That
evening my homework was light and little else
was on television, so I flipped to a local news
telecast.  Throughout the time, from the begin-
ning of the telecast up until the sports report,
every story had something gloomy to report.
From deaths of babies to stolen church artifacts
to the continued deaths of soldiers. There was
not one positive news story in the bunch, heck
even the sports was sad (but I am a Mets fan so
that is expected).  I decided to take a moment
and just think about all the things that make me
happy.
Rain Storms.  I like to think of a horrendous
downpour as a cleansing ritual.  With the rain-
drops taking away all that is wrong in life and
giving the hope of second chances,  the rain
provides an opportunity for a clean slate in life.
That is why I enjoy sitting and listening to rain
storms or even being caught outside in one.
Seeing someone accomplish something
“impossible.”  Nothing makes me quite so
teary-eyed as when someone accomplishes
something they were convinced was impossi-
ble for them.  It is great to see the ultimate pride
in someone’s eyes after they have done what
was once unthinkable.  This is something I like
to think binds humanity as one.  We all like to
accomplish things and be able to talk about it.
Thus, I see this more as a thing to make every-
body happy, not just myself.
Waking up on Fridays.  Often many of us do
not have Friday classes designed into our
schedules.  It is a great feeling waking up
Friday afternoon knowing that class is the fur-
thest thought in my mind.  I have the entire day
to sit and enjoy all the great gifts I have been
given in life.  It is also nice to know that at the
very least I do not have to attend school for
another three days.  It is something that I think
makes many of us here at Baruch very happy.
Finals Week.  I know what you must be think-
ing.  Finals week? Who could possibly be
happy about having to study weeks to take
tests.  Not only tests but tests so big and so
comprehensive that they could ultimately
affect any work you have done all semester.  I
try not to look at finals as such a negative thing.
I prefer to look at finals as the ending accom-
plishment of the work I have done all semester.
I like to think that finals as just a necessary evil
to get to my much needed (and much deserved)
vacation.  By putting a happy spin on such a
negative event I think it helps me perform bet-
ter on exams because I know that it is almost all
over.
Love.  I would very much like to further elab-
orate on that but I think it takes a different
meaning in us all.  I like to see people that are
head over heels in love.  It helps give me hope
for humanity.  I like being in love.  Being in
love provides so much more in life than simple
companionship.  Love opens the door for you
to realize that there is someone outside of your-
self looking forward to being around you.  And
I am sure many of you enjoy the act of Love.
As for those thoughts and memories, I’ll let
you imagine and enjoy.
Summer.  It is the end of another semester of
hard work and it is also what I am planning to
enjoy.  Have a safe and happy one, and I will
see you all in the fall.
One of the many things I learned in America
since the seven months I have been here was
that people are oh-so honest. They are nice,
considerate, and sensitive; do them one good
deed and they return two more. 
My faith in people was absolute. People tried
telling me not to trust others, not to trust the
legal system, the banking system. I could never
understand why not. I have a justification for
everything I do, so does the legal system, so
does the banking system. Everyone is right in
his or her own place. You cannot blame anyone
beyond certain limits. 
Last Thursday, I unfortunately left my cell
phone in the girls’ washroom on the second
floor. I was back within 15 seconds (how long
does it take to run up and down moving escala-
tors?), and the phone was already gone.
Vanished. Someone said they had seen a girl
walk out with it so I decided to follow her.
Outside, another person offered a description
(that I would rather not divulge here) and
despite that I could not locate the person in the
school. The Spring Fling was in full swing out-
side so I thought to myself that she might return
the cell phone to the security stations before
she walked out to the fair.
I checked with the guards many times but no
one turned up to return my phone. I did not
panic, and thought to myself, “Oh, she must be
busy with the fair and all. Sure, she’ll return it.”
The entire day passed- nobody returned the
cell phone. Several other phones were left with
the security guard, but not mine. My little baby
phone, the one I used to take pictures for the
newspaper with. Samsung does not even man-
ufacture that specific model anymore. 
I can forget about my late companion, given
just one justification for that girl’s action. Just
one justification for why she did it and I will
attempt to understand. There is always an
excuse, albeit a lame one. Nevertheless, the
pain of my loss will be alleviated to a great
degree if I find out the reason why she did what
she did. If she tells me she did it because she
wanted to sell it, I will offer to buy it back from
her. If she tells me that she did it because she
just felt like it, I will offer to show her many
other criminal intents that are not harmful to
anyone but herself. 
My faith in people has been broken. The very
first strand of the golden harp that I strummed
in praise of people and their good will has
snapped. It twanged right in my face and it
hurts. 
The Day My Faith in
People Was Shattered
AYESHA AJAZ
A student who has two years left until gradu-
ation might sigh and say he or she can hardly
wait until it is all over. Ask me now that I have
reached the end; I wish I had one more year at
Baruch!
I was fortunate to have on my academic plat-
ter classes that were required, however, taught
by professors who made them some of the most
stimulating classes around. Since we like to
take names in the newspaper, some of these
professors include Dr. Susan Locke for PSY
1001H, Prof. Hansen for HIS 1000, Prof.
Vredenburgh for MGT 3120H, Prof Anderson
for LAW 1101 & 3102, and Prof. Biehl for PHI
2200. All these professors went beyond the
scope of the course and really made us think
about the material. No amount of thanks is
enough. 
I feel my education has just begun. As an
accounting major, I took the business require-
ments and liberal arts core in addition to doing
three internships. In my last semester, I’m tak-
ing all electives with excellent, inspiring pro-
fessors, all of whom have opened my mind to
the world around. I find that their not teaching
from a book or a course outline makes it a true
learning experience. In this case I won’t take
names or else there will be a scramble during
registration time!
However, apart from harboring an excellent
faculty and a spectrum of nationalities in its
student body, I find that Baruch attracts the
“serious student.” Most students work part-
time, live with families and have something
better to do than socialize. This makes
Baruch an unlikely place to find a college life
or a community.  I’m from the “old days” when
we walked back and forth amongst 18th street,
360 PAS, the library building and 23rd st. Rain,
slush, or snow, there were streams of students
making their way to class, some occasionally
waving as they passed someone they knew.
While it was usually a hi-and-bye sort of
encounter back then, even the V.C. building
seems to have changed nothing. In fact, now
we have clusters of people from the same eth-
nic background hanging out in the same spots
day after day. As the Ticker reported in Fall
2001, the V.C. building does not have enough
space for students and student activities.  The
umbrella-equipped sun tables behind the V.C.
building now are a much-needed boon for stu-
dent life.
The “serious student”, nevertheless, is the
one who will propagate Baruch’s improving
reputation in the business community. Most
people I know who graduated have jobs in
some of the nation’s top companies. I congrat-
ulate the CDC for expanding its reach to stu-
dents so well through its eRecruiting emails
and workshops. I attended at least three work-
shops before going into my interviews and they
really prepared me well.
Baruch has also become home to conferences
that are pertinent to business and the events
happening around us. For example, the Mitsui
Lunchtime Forums and the Global Breakfasts
o rganized by the Weissman Center for
International Business bring distinguished fac-
ulty and economists from around the nation to
Baruch.
If I could mention but one grievance, I would
have to say that the temperature inside the
buildings during the spring and summer weeks
is much too low. I often feel penalized for
wearing a summer dress or a light shirt in cele-
bration of the good weather! But that is a small
price to pay for attending this institution.
Baruch College has made these past four
years very rewarding and interesting. I would
like to say a special thanks to the Honors
Program, Dr. Locke and Dean Aaron. Also,
thank you to the Financial Wo m e n ’s
Association and Alyce Mayo for the opportuni-
ty to meet some very accomplished women. 
I hope to do something useful with what I
have learned at Baruch. Perhaps I’ll keep the
Ticker updated. 
Farewell!
JASLEEN RANA
Four Years At Baruch
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Summer Movie Preview
Troy – A Cliché of Epic Proportions
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Chief
Throughout time, Brad Pitt has played roles.
Some long-haired romantics, like in “Meet Joe
Black” and “Seven Years in Tibet,” and some
off-kilter bad boys, like in “Fight Club” and
“Snatch.”
In ancient Greece, he attempts to merge the
two of them into the role of Achilles, where
Colin Farrelesque bad-assness meets hopeless
romantic, to the chagrin of moviegoers every-
where. At the movie’s opening, there’s a battle
about to happen in Thessaly, and the warring
kings have decided to spare their men’s lives by
having the best warrior in each army fight each
other. Of course Achilles is the man, but when
summoned, he doesn’t appear. Why? Because
he’s still back in his tent, naked (which he’ll be
many times in the movie. Women everywhere
rejoice!), with two whores next to him. Yep, a
night of boozin’ and bangin’ for the most infa-
mous warrior in Greece. If you think you
missed something in “The Illiad,” don’t worry.
This film is only “inspired by” Homer’s story.
Before he even leaves his tent to go fight, the
audience is subjected to the first of what will be
a continuing trend of tired clichés. T h e
Thessalonians have chosen a human giant as
their fighter (can somebody say “David and
Goliath?”), and the child that fetches Achilles
tells him, “I wouldn’t fight him.” “That’s why
no one will remember your name,” Achilles
responds, while riding his horse off galliantly
into battle. (In the original story, Achilles does-
n’t show up on the scene until Petroclus is
killed by the Trojan general Hector, so to justi-
fy his appearance beforehand, the writers of
“Troy” have come up with the dubious idea that
he aspires to be remembered forever.)
Predictably, Achilles defeats the Thessalonian
and then leaves to go back to being a bad-boy.
Later on, at a celebration of a truce between
Troy and Greece, Prince Paris (Orlando
Bloom), with his boyish good looks, has been
having a secret affair with Helen, the wife of
Menelaus, King of Sparta. Helen, played by a
new actress doing her best Gwyneth Paltrow
impression, has fallen in love with the young
prince and decides to sneak away with him to
Troy the next morning. When Menelaus finds
out what has happened, he is furious, and
demands that his brother get all the armies of
Greece to go to Troy and defend his honor.
Agamemnon is all for it, having aspirations of
controlling the Aegean. Achilles, however,
takes some convincing, but that prospect of
immortality through history is too appealing for
him to pass it up.
What follows is a bunch of “epic battles,” that
aren’t really epic at all. And this is where the
directors really messed up everything. “Troy”
is an obvious pick for a men’s action movie,
and what men want is blood and violence.
“Troy” delivers  neither, with lackluster combat
sequences and over-choreographed duels. Pitt’s
fights in “Snatch” and “Fight Club” were more
enthralling. And all of these scenes are accom-
panied by out-of-place Arabic music, which has
become the soundtrack du jour for anything
that considers itself to be epic.
Between these scenes are bad attempts by the
all-star cast to breathe some life into the terrible
dialogue written for their characters. Brian Cox
as a loudmouth, screaming tyrant and Eric
Bana, who is the bright spot in the film with his
turn as Hector, are the only ones that are really
successful. Hector is the only fleshed-out char-
acter in a film of flat characters and no real
hero.  Bloom, a weak actor, was perfectly cast
as Paris, exuding enough callowness to solicit
boos from the crowd whenever he shies away
from fighting.  Strangely, everyone speaks in an
unidentifiable accent, which is definitely not
Greek, but makes the actors seem “historic.”
And the clichés. Oh there are many of them.
Get drunk real quick by doing a shot every time
you spot one.
“Troy” is a schizophrenic movie that doesn’t
know if it wants to be an action film or a touch-
ing love story, and just comes off as dull. This
is probably because the director wanted to
make it appeal to a wide range of audiences. All
the overproduction and flat acting is sure to
draw comparisons to “Waterworld.” In sum, a
lifeless movie that will be readily consumed in
t o d a y ’s culture of disposable, one-time-use
films.
Brad Pitt as Achilles and Julie Christie as Thetis (Photo/ movies.yahoo.com)
By ZANETA REID
Arts Editor
Shrek 2
Release Date: May 21, 2004 Newlyweds Shrek (Mike Meyers) and Princess Fiona (Cameron
Diaz) come home from their honeymoons to find Donkey (Eddie Murphy) anxiously awaiting
their return in DreamWorks’ Pictures computer-animated comedy adventure Shrek 2. (Photo/
DreamWorks Pictures) 
The Terminal
Release Date: May 21, 2004 On their first date, stranded passenger Viktor Navorski (Tom Hanks)
and flight attendant Amelia Warren (Catherine Zeta-Jones) are treated to some dinner entertaine-
ment by Gupta (Kumar Pallana) in DreamWorks Pictures’ dramatic comedy The Terminal. (Photo/
Merrick Morton)
Collateral
Release Date: August 6, 2004 Vincent (Tom Cruise) is a contract killer who hijacks a taxicab and
its driver, Max (Jaime Foxx), for a job in DreamWorks Pictures’ and Paramount Pictures’ dramat-
ic thriller Collateral. (Photo/ Frank Connor)
Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgandy
Release Date: July 9, 2004 Veronica Corningstone (Christina Applegate) is the newest addition
to the Channel 4 news team, much to the consternation of lead anchor Ron Burgandy (Will Ferrell)
and his fellow anchor-men, Brian Fantana (Paul Rudd), Champ Kind (David Koechner) and Brick
Tamland (Steve Carell) in DreamWorks Pictures’ comedy Anchorman: The Legend of Ron
Burgandy. (Photo/ Darren Michaels)
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For almost 100 years, students have come to us from diverse origins, not just to excel, but to achieve their
d reams. They have always been, and still are, the embodiment of ambition, determination, and persever-
ance. With those high ideals they’ve met the challenges of our demanding, first-class faculty and helped
B a ruch become the well-re g a rded college it is today. It’s never easy. But our students have always had
the drive and dedication to get where they want to go. They are the living proof of what we believe: the 
American Dream still works.
By JOEL NEY
Contributing Writer
As we head into the summer of 2004, the
seasonal avalanche of action films has already
started flooding the theaters.  Some of these
big-budget films are already hitting screens
everywhere, such as “Hellboy” and “Troy.”  It
seems that this year we’re promised an exciting
selection of work, including “Van Helsing,”
starring the rising Australian-born actor Hugh
Jackman; “Around the World in 80 Days” with
Hong Kong’s action legend Jackie Chan; and of
course Sam Raimi’s much-anticipated
“Spiderman 2.”  Bollywood has no less just
now produced a near masterpiece thrill ride.
The last day of April saw the premiere of
Farah Khan’s directorial debut “Main Hoon
Na” [roughly translated as I’ll Be There].  The
former choreographer has created a flawless
summer blockbuster that is extremely appeal-
ing and very much worth seeing.  The film is
undoubtedly an instant classic;  the acute mix
of intense drama, heart-stopping action, appeal-
ing romance, and smart comedy works its
magic, primarily due to the absolutely striking
charisma and profound talent of its star, Shah
Rukh Khan. Shah Rukh Khan is undeniably the
top Indian actor of his generation, having pro-
duced dozens of fine performances in the last
decade (including an unforgettable role in
2001’s all-star cast of KG3).
Major Ram Prasad Sharma (Shah Rukh
Khan) is a highly-skilled task soldier in India’s
defense forces.  His exceptional athletic abili-
ties and infallible dedication to his country
makes him the sole agent trusted to secretly
protect a top general’s estranged daughter,
Sanjana (played by the charming Amrita Rao).
In order to follow this assigned mission, Major
Ram reluctantly agrees to pose as a fellow stu-
dent at Sanjana’s college.  However, the
demented terrorist Raghavan (Sunil Shetty, in a
remarkably fitting role) has other plans and the
unaware Sanjana is his target.  Meanwhile,
Major Ram is also tormented by his father’s
dying request to for his son to find his half-
brother – and when he does, the demonical
Raghavan finds a convenient way to manipu-
late the hero to the terrorists’ a d v a n t a g e .
Through incredible death-defying stunts and
jaw-dropping explosive scenes, with energy-
driven musical sequences, it’s up to Major Ram
to face the ultimate test of battling the evil ter-
rorist mastermind.
Shah Rukh Khan is a contemporary phenom-
enon.  With his rare talent as an actor, inim-
itable sense of humor and the sensational looks
of an action star, Shah Rukh is simply unique,
being both a “thinking man’s actor” in sharing
the ability for powerfully-charged performance
akin a younger Robert De Niro, and having
“hot star” quality in his Tom Cruise-like
physique and sportsmanship.  
Major Ram’s hilarious unaccustomedness
with college attire and campus life provides the
f i l m ’s many lighter moments; several
Bollywood comedians appear in the film as
well, playing hysterical characters such as a
sexpot professor and a spittle-spraying acade-
mician.  The movie also humorously pays rev-
erent homage to electrifying scenes from “The
Matrix” and “Mission: Impossible,” as well as
drawing certain inspiration from Chinese mar-
tial arts films in the final showdown between
Major Ram and Raghavan.  Shah Rukh Khan
proves he will continue to produce amazing
work, with this great action movie following
last year’s Kal Ho Naa Ho [Tomorrow May
Never Come], a sentimental film co-starring
Preity Zinta that had been shot primarily in
New York City.
For longtime fans of Shah Rukh Khan, “Main
Hoon Na” is a truly outstanding addition to the
star’s impressive career.  Now playing in two
screening rooms to sold-out crowds in Times
Square’s Loews Theater (located in the base-
ment of the Virgin Megastore), the film will
definitely remain an immensely popular sum-
mer blockbuster in 2004.  For those audiences
who have never seen a Bollywood film, this is
a great film that simply can’t be missed; you
won’t be disappointed.  Shah Rukh Khan is a
fireball actor, brilliantly burning with cinemat-
ic energy that will surge your emotional and
adrenaline-pumping capacity.
By ZANETA REID
Contributing Writer
Rock music does not necessarily have to
equal the hard heavy beats that make your head
hurt and stereotypically typify this genre of
music.  Over the past couple of years, new
styles of rock music have progressed and a ten-
der, more reflective side has been released to
the world.  Bands like U2, Cold Play, and
Incubus dispel the myth that rock music has to
hit hard and so does Japanese newcomer to the
industry Kanako Omae.
Omae is only 19 years old, but do not let her
age fool you.  She is a very talented and dedi-
cated individual to her music and her cause.
She plays the drums in a way that would make
anyone think she were a seasoned veteran.
Omae made the vital decision of her career
when she chose to not attend high school in
Japan to pursue her music career.  Omae’s
father was very much against the idea of his
daughter dropping out of school to pursue some
far-fetched fantasy, but after he saw how talent-
ed and serious Kanako was, his mind changed.
So at the tender age of 17, Omae and her moth-
er moved to New York City on September 9,
2001.  And two days later, the life of Kanako
Omae changed forever.
The young musician used to be inspired by
the upbeat and intoxicating rhythms of Rock’n
Roll music, but after September 11, 2001,
Omae’s outlook on life changed.  Her drum-
beats became more heart felt and gentle.
O m a e ’s music transfused more into jazz,
rhythm and blues.   The tragedy of September
11, 2001 was not the only thing that affected
Omae.  She also faced discrimination in the fact
that she was a female drummer and Japanese.
The trials and tribulations of living in today’s
world only made Omae stronger.  Her beats are
hypnotic and just genuinely good music.  If you
have the opportunity to sample any of her
music, take it and run!
By STEPHANIE DAYE
Staff Writer
Offering a diva-centered, self-empowering
attitude to the art of breaking up, Alison James’
“I Used to Miss Him … but my Aim is
Improving,” is not your ordinary breakup
guide. Although it’s not on the verge of win-
ning a Pulitzer any time soon, it can definitely
make you laugh during the aftermath of an
intense breakup.
Described on the back cover as “a coffee shop
therapist for New York City’s most confident
singletons,” James’ advice for the woman
scorned focuses on control, confidence and
courage.  Her humorous writing style comple-
ments her words of wisdom that not only come
from her experience, but from the experience of
those more well known to the public.
Throughout the entire book the reader can find
interesting little quotes from some of the most
popular names in American history and culture.
Mark Twain, Cher, Woody Allen, Madonna,
and even Sir Winston Churchill are among
names on the list of quote contributors.
The book takes the reader step by step
through the various transitions experienced
toward the end of a relationship. The first chap-
ter, “Face the End with Courage,” includes
everything from noticing the signs to the roller
coaster feeling of being together, but not really
being “together”, to the true end and the “emo-
tional storm” that follows.
The following chapters are filled with sug-
gestions on how to adjust to your new single
status.  In many way though, it goes beyond the
simple strategies to get over your ex.  James
encourages women to take charge of their lives
and not only change their attitudes about men,
but to change their attitudes about life.  She
suggests that women use their traumatic
breakup experiences as opportunities to
improve themselves.  She gives tips on finan-
cial improvements, job satisfaction and self-
image enhancement, to name a few.
Now don’t get me wrong though.  The ele-
ment of getting revenge on those who did you
wrong is certainly prevalent in the book.
Although some of the tips are a little extreme
for my taste – keeping a shovel nearby to clean
up after he spews out lines of “you know what”
… give him a little crack over the head too. 
Sticks and stones may break his bones, but a
shovel will knock him unconscious --, for all of
you ladies out there who just don’t care, this is
the book for you. I preferred the more subtle
revenge tactics like filling the nozzle of his
steam iron with bleach.  Or swishing his tooth-
brush in the toilet so it’s extra fresh the next
night. Those sound a little more humane, right?
One of my most favorite parts of the book is
the Divas in History section.  Here, the author
pays tribute to such female trailblazers like
Oprah Winfrey, Margaret Thatcher, Barbara
Streisand, Abigail Adams, and Cher. Readers
will also enjoy the glossary in the back of the
book that defines such terms as situational sass,
the scene, rebound relief, ruin-his-life cheer-
leaders, himbo, go-go goddess, and many more
made up words used to describe suitable
breakup mannerisms.
Give this book as a gift to that overly dra-
matic friend of yours who always seems to be
breaking up with someone or that girl who just
keeps getting the bad apples, or simply keep it
for yourself. Because you never know just
when you’ll be that lover scorned.
Shah Rukh Khan Delivers Electrifying
Performance in “Main Hoon Na”
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Sanjana (Amrita), Lucky LaxMan (Zayed Khan),and Major Ram (Shah Ruhk Khan) in Main
Hoon Na (Photo/ rediff.com)
Kanako Omae Drums
In the Music Industry
The Perfect Breakup Guide
Kanako Omae playing drums during a show. (Photo/ kanakodrums.com)
Cover of “I used to Miss Him...” (Photo/
amazon.com)
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The Legend of Van Helsing
Lives On the Silver Screen
D12 Delivers Their Own
Unique Taste of Hip Hop
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By ISAAC VEGA
Contributing Writer
"Van Helsing" begins where the 1931 horror
classic "Frankenstein" leaves off. The mad sci-
entist and grave robber, Dr. Frankenstein
(Samuel West), is juicing up his newly assem-
bled creation with millions of volts of electric-
ity as the village folk storm his imposing castle.
"It's alive!" the doctor declares as a giant bat-
tering ram smashes the castle's entryway. The
crowd will be upon him soon and his begins to
gather his notes and brand new monster to
escape. But, things take a twist from the origi-
nal work when Count Dracula (Richard
Roxburgh) enters the picture and demands that
the mad doctor give over his creation and the
machinery that brought the monster to life.
When Frankenstein refuses, the count takes
matters into his own fangs and kills the scien-
tist. The monster, carrying his master's body, is
chased into an abandoned windmill and, as in
the '31 original, it is put to the torch. 
Flash ahead a year to Gabriel Van Helsing, is
examining the body of a young woman just
brutally murdered. In the distance, a giant fig-
ure runs off and the hunter takes chase. It is Dr.
Jekyll, in his Mr. Hyde (voiced by Robbie
Coltrane) form, Van Helsing pursues and he
confronts the huge, powerful and evil foe at the
orderss of a secret, religious society responsi-
ble with bringing all the supernatural creatures
of the world to justice. Van H is supposed to
bring Dr. Jekyll in unharmed, but Mr. Hyde
thinks otherwise and the two do battle. You
know who will win but the confrontation is
exciting and funny all the same.
Next on Van Helsing's list is Count Dracula
(Richard Roxburgh), a foe unlike any our hero
has ever seen. He travels to Transylvania and
teams up with Princess Anna (Kate
Beckinsdale), a beautiful monster killer who
also wants to rid the world of Dracula. The film
is somewhat of a beastly convention that
assembles together cinema’s greatest monsters.
Included are the visually spectacular were-
wolves, vampires, Dr. Frankenstein and his
monster, and even Igor.
If you're looking for a brainless, mile-a-
minute summer monster movie jam-packed
with action scenes, hot chicks, wild beasts,
midgets who look like Ewoks, a pulse-pound-
ing score, laughs and adventures, then your
going to enjoy Van Helsing. Yes, the film has
its issues including editing choppiness, over
acting, dialogue that sounds goofy at times, a
tough to follow story, a very cheesy last scene
and a definite overuse of CGI, but its a lot of
fun to watch and the fight sequences are some
the best I’ve seen since. 
By DIMITRIOS FRAGISKATOS
Staff Writer
What’s different about hip- hop is the aware-
ness and increased value placed on the produc-
ers of tracks. It used to be the name of the per-
son rapping on the album got all the recogni-
tion, but beats are what make them songs.
Producers like N.E.R.D., Kanye West are
bringing their own stuff out, in their attempt to
show that they don’t need rappers but rappers
need them. Kanye West, in particular, started
off humbling himself, tattooing the names of
performers that used his beats, now he charges
$100,000 per beat. Now in a reversal, Eminem
is showing what he’s made of as a producer.
In the third installment of a series of d*ck rid-
ing reviews of Shady Record albums, the first
two being Obie Trice and G-Unit (for more
information check The Ticker Archives at
(www.theticker.org), we are given D12 World.
D12 World is the second album following
Devil’s Night, and the first one under the Shady
label.
The Detroit based D12, also known as the
“Dirty Dozen” were friends who grew up and
entered rap battles together. Eminem’s discov-
ery by producer Dr Dre was what brought the
rest of D12 into mainstream. The characters,
each with their own personalities and style play
on their status in rap in their first single “My
Band.” Eminem portrays himself as the self
indulgent lead singer who doesn’t care about
his fellow members. Bizarre is the most popu-
lar one because of his weird lyrics. Kon Artis
and Kuniva have a unique style of rap dialogue;
their conversation and one line statements
rhyme. Swifty Mcvay, whose talents, replaced
fallen member Bugz is mistaken for Kuniva.
Proof comes out with the best lyrics and is the
best performer with versers like.
For life as D12, no ice and spreewells
Every night that I chill in, I fight by free- will
Knowing I can be killed
Leaving my group, pieces of proof with a rea -
son to shoot
And a license to ill
We lost Bugz and I'll be d*mned if we loose
another man from our clan
Without forcing our hand
Escorting you're family, I'll torture you're
granny
For my ni**a's, I'm on you're motherf***ing
porch with a 'Cammy
Eminem takes a step back in this album. Where
he starred in the first one, and people bought it
just to hear him, this one has his stamp of
approval. The talents showcased in this are his
beats, the tracks he selected and generally his
ability to put an album together. Eminem’s pro-
duction abilities, strongly reflect the tutelage he
had received from Dr Dre. The beats he makes
on tracks like “Git up,” “Loyalty,” and “6 in the
morning” have the high octane flavor of
“8Mile,” the soundtrack of Eminem’s movie.
It’s uplifting and similarly aggressive. It uses
various instruments like guitars and keyboards
to create a somewhat simplified repetition.
Eminem isn’t the only D12 member who pro-
duced; Kon Artis, credited as Mr Porter, pro-
duced “U R the One,” and “I’ll be Damned.”
His style is reminiscent of Big Daddy Kane.
His stuff contains soul and commentary on
love. With this in mind one can imagine from
the titles what each song is about. His previous
credits contain 50 Cent’s “P.I.M.P” and the G-
Unit single “Stunt 101.”
Hi- Tek is another producer who has a track that
appears on this album. Known mainly for his
work on “Reflection Eternal”, and his time with
conscious rappers like Talib Kweli, it’s a huge
departure to devote a beat to Bizarre, the mem-
ber who on more than one occasion has lyrics
about engaging in sexual acts with his grand-
mother. On the track called “Just Like U,”
Bizarre himself says “Nas is gon' probably hate
me/ When Mos Def hear this, he probably gon'
suffocate me. ‘Why they let Bizarre rap on Hi-
Tek track? All he gon' do is talk about hoes and
smokin crack. ’” 
Jumping on the bandwagon of the rest of the
Hip Hop community, “D12 World” is the name
of the song with the Kanye West beat. Single
stanza verses, and lack of lyrical content makes
one think it would have been more cost effec-
tive to not have had this. Justice may be served
for Mr. West shortchanging Mr. Mathers as the
credits misspell Kanye as “Kayne.” 
The rest of ths songs include “American
Psycho II” produced by Dre featuring B-real
from Cypress Hill. The other single they have is
“40oz” produced by Trackboyz.  “B*tch,” is
similar to all those Dance hall reggae songs.
The content is simply “It doesn’t matter what I
say, you’ll dance cuz you’re stupid.” There’s an
o ff the hook bonus track from the Green
Lantern mixtape called “Keep Talkin.” Lastly
the last few tracks including “Good Die Young”
are to honor Bugz. Bugz is a member of D12
who died shortly after they signed on Shady.
Notably absent of mention in The Devil’s Due,
his mention here gives them a kind of assurance
that they are “real” rappers because one of them
died. 
D12 World is solid entertainment. The first
album was a Dre produced Eminem album, this
one is an Eminem produced D12 album.
Expecting more than that will leave you disap-
pointed. Kanye West beats and Eminem lyrics
are not what you’re listening for here. Beats are
great and lyrics are unique; where else do you
hear about Bizarre’s first time with his grand-
mother.
Scene from Van Helsing starring Kate Beckinsale and Will Kemp (Photo/
movies.yahoo.com)E x p r e s s i o n s
A Gorgeous Jewish Girl
Baruch College is in New York City
It is a business college
I went to Baruch College
A gorgeous Jewish girl attends Baruch
College
One Tuesday afternoon, I spotted her in VC
hallway
Sitting with a table, soliciting people for a trip
to Israel
I seldom stop by tables in VC hallway
A gorgeous Jewish girl attends Baruch
College
She has another friend where I find no interest
My interest lies in the gorgeous Jewish girl
My gorgeous Jewish girl is pretty and ener-
getic
A gorgeous Jewish girl attends Baruch
College
Who is to say for sure she is a Jewish girl
Not I, for I know not her name, her address
All I know is that she hangs out with Jewish
people
A gorgeous Jewish girl attends Baruch
College
One day I might gather courage and inform,
The gorgeous Jewish girl she is a gorgeous
Jewish girl
Lest she becomes someone else’s gorgeous
Jewish girl
A gorgeous Jewish girl attends Baruch
College
By: Saad Butt
Untitled
From my past I’m coming clean
I want to be accepted
I am the one you never seen
Please be objective.
I wish I had the answers
to my rhetorical question
I have learned my lessons
I understand your perception
Please take me as I am
Into your gates of Heaven and Hell
Please love me all over again
Take me under your spell
Please accept my flaws
I’m not a perfect being
Please forget my falls
Your forgiveness I am pleading
My wounds I want you to heal
I want you to stitch my broken soul
Only to you my true self I reveal
I cannot do it on my own
By: Kati Butanep
Eminem and his “band” D12 (photo/ musicfinder.yahoo.com)
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33rd Annual Awards Luncheon Shows Prominence of Baruch Athletics
BEARCAT PROWLINGS
MAY 17, 2004
By PETER KWON
Circulation Manager
On Thursday, May 6, The Oval Room on the
14th floor of the Vertical Campus was the site
of the 33rd Annual Varsity Awards Luncheon.
All 12 of Baruch’s athletic squads – ranging
from tennis and swimming to softball and bas-
ketball – were present for one final gathering to
recognize those particular student athletes who
stood out on their respective teams and
amongst their peers.     
On hand to lend words of encouragement and
make their presence known were notable
Baruch administrators President Ned Regan,
Dr. Sam Johnson (Vice-President for Student
Development), Dr. Ron Aaron (Associate Dean
of Students), and Dr. Carl Kirschner (Director
Student Services).  Also taking in the festivities
was CUNY Athletic Conference’s Interim
Executive Director Zak Ivkovic.
Dr. William Eng, Director of Athletics and
one-half of the Women’s Cross-Country coach-
ing staff, was the emcee for the opening half of
the awards luncheon.  He first introduced
Johnson, who used his allotted time to high-
light the 2003-2004 Baruch Bearcats season.
Among the past year’s accomplishments,
Johnson noted the men’s tennis team finishing
the regular season undefeated with a record of
8-0, the men’s volleyball team improving by
nine wins from last season and finishing second
in the conference standings this season, the
women’s cross country, softball, and both the
men’s and women’s basketball teams all finish-
ing in the top half of their respective confer-
ence standings, and 17 student-athletes being
honored as either Rookie or Player of the Week.  
Aaron followed Johnson by making mention
of those athletes who also performed on a high
level off the court.  Among the top athletic
scholars were Liz Lushpenko (4.0 G.P.A. –
Women’s Cross Country), George Brown (3.58
– Men’s Soccer), Ahmed Doughri (3.53 –
M e n ’s Soccer), Janna Derjavina (3.71 –
Women’s Tennis), Robi Tse (3.95 – Women’s
Volleyball), Safia Mian (3.73 – Wo m e n ’s
Volleyball), and Susan Wu (3.51 – Women’s
Volleyball).
Kirschner took his turn to present by
announcing the three select individuals who
were voted by the Athletics Department staff as
the cream of this past season’s crop.  
The Male Student of the Year was given to the
co-captain of the Swimming and Diving Team,
Emrah Ertamay. Also a member of the Men’s
Soccer team, the accounting major sported a
3.23 G.P.A. during his Baruch tenure.   
See END, Page 21
M E N ’ S  T E N N I S
By LEO SHVARTSMAN
Staff Writer
After finishing the regular season undefeated
and entering the playoffs as potential favorites,
it seemed as if the only mission left for the
men’s tennis team was to win a championship.
Consider it mission accomplished.
With a team that has proved itself to be the
best overall in the CUNY Athletic Conference,
the Bearcats accumulated more points over
three days of playoff competition than any
other conference team.
“I’m very happy and proud of the team,” said
assistant coach Dana Buricea.
Head Coach Florin Giuglescu was absent dur-
ing the third day of competition because of a
medical problem. Buricea was coaching in
place of Giuglescu on the final day.
The Bearcats, who came into the final day of
competition with a six-point lead over both
CCNY and John Jay, ended up winning the 
competition with 45 points to CCNY’s 37. John
Jay placed third with 33 points after winning
only one out of four matches on the last day.
During the quarterfinals and semifinals
rounds, each team received two points for a
victory and one point for a loss. If a player
advanced to the finals, his team would be 
awarded five points plus two more points for a 
final-round victory.
“It wasn’t easy,” said Witton Ng. “All of us
had to fight for our matches, but we came
through.”
Ng fought especially hard in both his singles
and doubles matches. After dropping the first
set at the Championship Singles round to
Brooklyn College’s Eugene Vapner (2-6), he
rebounded to win the second set (6-3) and tie in
the third.
“I didn’t wanna go down without fighting,”
said Ng.
During the championship round, rules state
that if the third set ends in a tie, the players 
must play a race to seven points tiebreaker. Ng
battled through ridiculously tough cramps in
his legs to win the tiebreaker and the set (7-6).
The set win gave Ng a gold medal in sixth-seed
singles play.
Once his singles victory was complete, Ng
was so fatigued that he did not have enough
energy to walk to those fans waiting for him at
the court’s edge. He took several steps and then
dropped to the concrete as trainer Heather
Cayward came to help him.
Ng’s will to win was tested to even greater
extent as his doubles match with partner
Maxim Moliver was scheduled within half an 
hour of the conclusion of his singles match. Ng
and Moliver went on to defeat Hunter College’s
Craig Kafko and Boris Shenderovich (6-0), (6-
4) to win the third-seed doubles championship.
What was heartrending, touching and if noth-
ing else, just plain beautiful, was the way in
which Baruch players supported each other
throughout the tournament. It seemed as if
every time a Baruch player scored a point there 
were five teammates standing nearby cheering
him on.
Seconds after defeating Rich Rappaport to
win the fourth seed singles championship (6-1),
(6-3), Bearcat Alex Sokol was already on his
way to cheer on his teammates. Sokol also
teamed up with teammate Vladimir Goldin to
defeat Vitaly Zubry and Christian Principe (6-
4), (5-7), (6-2).
“It was great. It was a team effort,” said
Sokol. “It wasn’t just individuals.”
Sokol and Goldin were down four games to
none in the first set, but came back to win it
with six straight games victories. The set victo-
ry unnerved the John Jay team because it
seemed that they were contesting each of the
Bearcat’s shots.  Anytime either Sokol’s or
Goldin’s shot landed near the out line Zubry
was there to point and yell at the referee.
While this writer was out reporting on other
matches, which were taking place simultane
ously, Zubry’s intensity reached such a level
that an altercation nearly erupted on the tennis
court. CUNY Athletic Conference Executive
Director Zak Ivkovic had to step in to supervise
and referee the match. Sokol and Zubry played
an equally intense match the day before in the
fourth seed semi-final round in what turned out
to be a precursor to their doubles match.
While none of the other Baruch players
placed first for their seeds, several did come
close. Boris Krant was awarded the silver
medal in the second singles seed after being
defeated by CCNY’s Jason Fairbrother (6-1),
(6-1) in the finals. Krant was on a roll up until
the final round, but just happened to have an
off-day at the wrong time.
Baruch’s first singles seed, Christian Wulff,
put up a fight but was defeated by John Jay’s
Daniel Vizzi (10-7) in the semifinals. Wulff
teamed up with Krant against John Jay’s Vizzi
and Dino DiSaverio in a semifinal match that
went to John Jay (10-8). At one point Wulff hit
an amazing shot between his legs and with his
back facing the court. Baruch eventually won
the point to go up 30-15 in the game; they just
couldn’t hit enough of those shots to win the
match.
It was a terrific end to a terrific season for the
Bearcats. The team came together to show
everybody exactly how a team should function.
They put the team’s efforts in line with their
own and in the end they all went home cham-
pions.
A dedicated employee of Baruch Athletics for over 30 years, Helen Belden, hands out a
sportsmanship medal to basketball center Garry Etienne.  (Photo/ Peter Kwon)
Baruch Men’s Tennis Team End Their Perfect Year 
With a CUNY Athletic Conference Championship 
Members of the Baruch Men’s tennis team pose with their head coach, Florin Giuglescu
(bottom) and Women’s head basketball coach Machli Joseph (left).  (Photo/ Peter Kwon)
Witton Ng and Maxim Moliver in doubles action for Baruch at the CUNYAC Championships.
Moliver and Ng won a gold medal in #3 doubles.  (Photo/ Baruch Sports Information)
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Baruch Bearcats 2003-2004 In Review: A Season of Improvement
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
The Baruch College Inter-collegiate Athletics
Program made many impressive strides during
the 2003-2004 academic year.  The following
summaries will take a look at the accomplish -
ments made by Baruch Athletics over the past
season.
Fall Sports
Women’s Cross Country
The Women's Cross Country team had one of
its most consistent seasons ever.  Led by Hana
Pechackova and Liz Lushpenko, who emerged
as one of the best runners in the conference,
Baruch had a successful season.  
Pechackova was voted twice for Rookie
Runner of the Week. She dominated almost
every race she ran; most notably finishing first
in the Baruch Invitational at Van Cortlandt Park
where she finished with a final time of 20:36.
Pechackova 's other notable victory was at the
NYU invitational, where she placed first, with
an overall time of 21:05.    
Another strong runner for the Bearcats was
Liz Lushpenko who, much like her teammates,
was consistent throughout the season.  Liz
placed sixth overall with a finishing time of
22:37.   
Baruch showed strength and determination
throughout the season, but came up short of
grabbing the title at the CUNYAC finals, fin-
ishing in second place.   
Next year is promising for the Bearcats, as
they hope to build on their success.     
Men’s Soccer
The soccer team 3-9 (0-9) had a tough sea-
son and took a step back. 
Baruch came back strong in their next two
games with solid performances against Yeshiva
University and SUNY - Purchase, winning both
games.
The exceptional play of captain Evis
Damianos and striker Youseff Azzam proved to
be the deciding factor in both games. 
Their last win came against Cooper Union
with the Bearcats winning 5-0.   Freshman Alex
Sokol notched his first collegiate goal, and
added another to put the game out of reach,
which gave Baruch a much-needed win. 
The Bearcats were not able to sustain their
winning form, dropping their next nine games
with devastating losses in OT to Rutgers-
Newark and Brooklyn College.   
They had put up a good fight all year round,
but were not able to come together and win
close games; something they have to work on
for next year if they hope to be contenders for
the CUNYAC championship. 
Next season, new coach Ranford Champagnie
and newly graduated Dima Kamenshchik will
look forward to bringing the team to the next
level.
Women’s Volleyball
The Women's Volleyball team was built on the
growth of their previous season under Coach
Krishna Dass (2nd Year).  Led by Safia Mian
(937 assists adding 72 service aces), Sadis
Sequeira, Susan Wu, and Cathy Gonzalez,
Baruch finished their season 16-17 (7-3 CUN-
YAC) and finished fourth in the conference.
Baruch went on to defeat John Jay 3-0 in the
CUNYAC quarterfinals before losing to CCNY
3-0 in the semifinals.  
Incoming freshman Jennifer O’Connor was a
pleasant addition, adding 333 kills and 45 total
blocks, and bringing a dominant presence to the
team.  Transfer Latishea Pearson put together
an All-Star performance of her own, compiling
299 kills and 33 blocks.   
With an extra year of experience, Baruch
looks to take a big step forward next season.
Women’s Tennis
The Women’s Tennis team finished 3-4 CUN-
YAC and improved on their 2-5 record one year
earlier, earning 15 points in the CUNYAC tour-
nament. The team was led by returning sopho-
mores Janna Derjavina (6-2) and A l l i s o n
Gariffulina (4-3).  
Freshmen Sara Ayoub (6-3) and Abigail
Mabeza (4-3) were positive additions. They
reached the semifinals round of the CUNYAC
tournament and will look to further improve
with more experience. 
Baruch will look to build on this season and
continue to improve.   Diana Moy, Deborah
Diaz, and Tatiana Conboy all made solid con-
tributions to the successful season. 
Winter Sports
Men’s Swimming
The Baruch Men’s Swim team saw some
strong signs from Baruch Athlete of the Year
Emrah Ertamay, as well as Brian Llido,
Howard Liu, Joe Orovic and Joel Abreu, who
each posted top times in events throughout the
year. The team made many positive strides in
its second season of existence notching a third-
place finish in the CUNY c h a m p i o n s h i p s ,
behind the College of Staten Island and
Lehman College. Baruch moved on to reach the
Metropolitan Collegiate swimming champi-
onships and finished 14th in two events.
Baruch will look to build on their successes
next year.
Women’s Swimming
The Baruch Women’s Swim team put up
results similar to those of their male counter-
parts.  Led by Christina Cruz, Kimberly Ng,
Lori Nigro, Hana Pechackova and Sophia
Yang, Baruch swam their way to a fourth-place
finish in the conference and made great strides
in their second season.  Baruch was behind
only Hunter, College of Staten Island and John
Jay.  During the championships, the Bearcats
saw a second place finish in the 100-yard
freestyle and a first place tie in the 50-yard
freestyle by Christina Cruz.  The team looks to
have a stronger season next year.
Women’s Basketball
The women's basketball team went 14-13 ( 8-
5 CUNYAC) and was expected by conference
observers to finish in the bottom rung of the
C U N YAC after losing All-Stars Stephanie
Trahan and Jamees Wright to graduation.  The
naysayers thought wrong.
The young team with only one senior, Cathy
Gonzalez (7.7 ppg, 6.0 rpg) came together for a
fourth-place finish in the conference.  Baruch
faced off against CCNY for the second consec-
utive year, and won 55-47 to reach the semifi-
nals where they fell to the highly touted
College of Staten Island team 71-62 in the
semifinals.                                                                                                                             
Sophomores Jessenia Marrero (17.4 ppg),
Diane Ramirez (10.0 ppg, 6.3 rpg, 5.9 apg, 4.6
spg), and Christine Klusko (4.7 ppg, 5.3 rpg)
saw plenty of action on the court. Marrero's
offense got her the nod as First Team All CUN-
YAC. She was on the CUNYAC All-Rookie
Team last year. Ramirez missed winning the
CUNYAC Top Rookie Award by a small mar-
gin in the voting, despite her impressive all-
around numbers. Her average of 4.6 steals per
game was third best in Division III. Freshman
Ally Stamatiades averaged 11.3 points and 8.9
rebounds per game. She scored a career-high
23 points in the CUNYAC Tournament semifi-
nal loss to Staten Island.
Men’s Basketball
The men's basketball team 15-11 (9-4 CUN-
YAC) finished the season fourth in the confer-
ence standings.                                                                                                                                       
After coming off of a CUNYAC finals
appearance one year earlier, Baruch’s season
took an unexpected early end with a 65-63 loss
to City Tech when a lay-up during the final sec-
onds fell short.                          
The team was coming off from the losses of
team captains John Alesi and Daniel Guilford
and they had to look to the likes of John Burzo,
Garry Etienne and Sime Marnika for offense.                                                             
Burzo (14.9 ppg), Etienne (12.9 ppg, 8.7 rpg),
and Marnika (11.4 ppg, 10.1 rpg) put up good
numbers all season, in addition to support from
Chris Alesi (8.1 ppg), Jonathan Rosario (5.6
ppg, 3.7 apg, 36 steals), Cheick Fadika (5.0
ppg, 4.9 rpg), Chris O'Connor (4.7 ppg, 3.7
rpg), and Laurence Smith (3.7 ppg, 3.1 rpg).                                                                                            
The team recorded many highlights: Luis
Fernandez hitting the winning free throws at
Hunter, Etienne blocking a last-second shot
against SUNY-Farmingdale, and Ross
Feldsher's big three-pointers in the win against
SUNY-Purchase.  The team lost two seniors
this year, Etienne and Fernandez.   Head coach
Ray Rankis finished the season with 281 career
wins and has the potential to join the elite 300-
win club next season.
Spring Sports
Men’s Volleyball 
The Baruch men’s volleyball team (11-12
Overall, 9-5 CUNYAC Regular Season)  com-
pleted a remarkable turnaround this season,
moving up the ranks in CUNY from a seventh
place finish in the conference one year earlier
to a second-place finish.  Baruch easily
knocked CCNY off (3-0) in the quarterfinals
and lasted until the semifinals when they were
knocked off by a strong York College team.
Baruch received an invitation to the NEVCA
tournament and lost in the first round.
Coach Justin Stack (2nd year) turned the team
around with Baruch freshman outside hitter
Greg Waldvogel, who was named the 2004
CUNY Athletic Conference Rookie of the Year
in Men's Volleyball. Waldvogel averaged 3.75
kills, 2.68 digs, and 65 total aces this season.
Other notable performances included 194 kills
from Andrew De Leon and a recorded 273 digs
and 186 kills from Jinyok Son.  
After a quick turn-around, Baruch looks to
wreak havoc in the CUNYAC next season.
Men’s Baseball 
In order to build a strong program, change is
made slowly. The Baruch men’s baseball team
took many strides forward to improve greatly
over their past two seasons that had totaled
three wins.  This season the Bearcats (5-17, 1-
11 CUNYAC) improved while facing an
expanded Conference of seven teams and man-
aged to raise the win total.  
Starters Thomas Russo (.344, 12 RBI), Arby
Gega (.344, 1 HR , 15 RBI) and Alberto Nieves
(.324, 11 RBI) each provided a spark on
offense.  J.T. Quadrino (10 steals) and Ray
Mowatt (9 steals) were strong forces on the
base paths.  Pitcher Tristan Cetto recorded two
complete game victories and led the team with
33 strikeouts.
This year’s experience should provide a solid
foundation for future improvement.
Women’s Softball
Perennial CUNYAC Champions Hunter and
CSI look like they will have another team in the
conference; a team that is looking to take the
reins.  Baruch’s women’s softball team (11-11,
8-4 CUNYAC), in its fifth season, had the best
yet this year by finishing third in the conference
and reaching the CUNYAC semifinals for the
first time.
Baruch defeated York College 10-2 in short
order to reach the semifinals before losing to
Hunter College in a hard fought 3-0 loss.
The team had many bright spots in their sea-
son. Pitcher Kathy Maher was named CUNY-
AC Pitcher of the Week three times.  Three
Bearcats were named to the CUNYAC First
All-Star team. Sophomore pitcher/outfielder
Maher recorded a 7-3 record and a .328 batting
average, sophomore catcher Rose Tejada (.400
BA, 1 HR, 12 RBI), and freshman
infielder/pitcher Ally Stamatiades (.354,  1 HR
and 13 RBI), were all named to the First Team.
Junior first basemen Nicole Errico (.333 BA, 7
RBI) was chosen for the Second Team. 
Second baseman Nathalie Laureano also put
up strong numbers, batting .348 with two home
runs and 13 RBIs.
A more seasoned Baruch team has the poten-
tial to take the next step next season to the
CUNYAC finals or Beyond.    
Men’s Tennis
There is a great cliché—save the best for last.
The last Bearcats team to end their season
closed out their campaign with the best possible
outcome—a CUNYAC Championship
After a sluggish 2003 campaign, the Baruch
men’s tennis team finished out the 2004 season
with the coveted hardware—a tournament tro-
phy.
Baruch (8-0) squashed their opponents
throughout the season and won sixty out of
their seventy two matches.  
One through six—Baruch was dominant.  In
the following order: Christian Wulff, Boris
Krant, Vladimir Goldin, Alex Sokol, Maxim
Moliver, and Witton Ng were CUNY murder-
er’s row.  Jason Johnson played stellar tennis
when called upon.
In the CUNYAC tournament, Baruch swept
through the first round and three singles and
two doubles pairs reached the finals.  Sokol and
Ng managed to win for fourth and sixth singles
r e s p e c t i v e l y.  The Goldin/Sokol and
Moliver/Ng tandems dominated the finals and
won as well.
The team closed out the Baruch athletics sea-
son with the best possible finish.
For all of Baruch’s teams, this year was an
improvement over last and each of the teams
has the potential to make the 2004-2005 year
only better than this past season.  
Sophomore point guard Diane Ramirez of
the 14-13 women’s basketball team.
(Photo/ Shan-san Wu)
Jonathan Rosario ran the offense for the
men’s basketball team. (Photo/ Shan-san
Wu)
Gradating senior Emrah Ertamay of the
men’s soccer team.  (Photo/ Peter Kwon)
Ally Stamatiades: an emerging star on the
softball team.  (Photo/ Aaron Siegel)
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W O M E N ’ S  B A S K E T B A L L
New York, NY (May 12, 2004) – The Baruch
College Athletic Department today named
Machli Joseph as the new Women's Basketball
coach. 
Joseph, who currently serves as Baruch's
assistant athletic director of facilities & opera-
tions, brings a wealth of basketball experience
to the position having worked on coaching
s t a ffs with schools on the NCAA Division I,
II, and III levels. 
“I am very excited to receive this opportuni-
ty to coach the women's team,” said Joseph. “I
look forward to working hard to take them to
the next level." 
Machli was a highly recruited high school
basketball player out of Abraham Clark High
in Roselle, N.J. He began his collegiate career
by playing for the highly regarded NJCAA
program at Kemper Military Junior College in
Missouri. 
He attended his final two years of college by
playing for Division I St. Mary's College
(WCC) in Moraga, Calif., where he earned a
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Sports
Management in 1996. 
Upon graduation, he served as a volunteer
assistant coach on the women's basketball
team at St. Mary's, and later moved back to his
home state of New Jersey in 1997 as the head
men's soccer coach and assistant men's basket-
ball coach at Division III Centenary College in
Hackettstown, NJ. 
Joseph eventually decided to attend graduate
school in 1998 at Division II East Stroudsburg
University of Pennsylvania. There, he served
as assistant men's basketball coach and intra-
mural/recreation assistant while pursuing his
Master of Education Degree in Sports
Management. 
He completed his master's degree while
serving a fellowship in 1999-2000 as an assis-
tant director for marketing and championships
with the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
in Edison, NJ. 
He left the MAAC in 2000 to accept a full-
time position as the operations manager at
Seton Hall before officially joining the Baruch
s t a ff in March of 2002. 
In addition to his responsibilities with the
Athletic Department and Athletics &
Recreation Center, he also served as an assis-
tant coach with the Baruch men's basketball
team during the past two years. 
Machli, 29, is a current member of the 2003-
'04 NCAA Ethnic Minority Leadership
I n s t i t u t e .
Women’s Basketball Coach for Baruch:
Machli Joseph.  (Photo/ Baruch Sports
Infomation)
Machli Joseph Named New Women's Head Basketball Coach
End of Year Luncheon Rewards Athlete Accomplishments 
“It’s great, and I wasn’t expecting it,” said
the graduating Ertamay.  “This is my second
year at the banquet.  It’s my last year, my senior
year.  It’s a great finish for me that I get this
award.”  
On the women’s side, two outstanding
seniors were co-recipients of the Female
Student of the Year.  Cathy Gonzalez, captain
of the Women’s Basketball squad and a mem-
ber of the Women’s Volleyball team, was one of
the honorees.  Gonzalez was unavailable to
receive her honor, but on hand to accept her
plaque was Hana Pechackova, the two-year
captain of the Cross Country Team and a valu-
able member of the Women’s Swimming team.                  
“It’s a huge honor for me, and especially
when this was my last year for my career at
Baruch,” said a beaming Pechackova.  “It’s
very special, and I will cherish this moment for
throughout the rest of my life.  I didn’t expect
it at all.”
The highlight of the luncheon was the award
presentation given by Helen Belden, a dedicat-
ed lady who had served in the A t h l e t i c
Department for over 30 years.   A special
sportsmanship award was created in Belden’s
name, and she proudly announced, “Today, at
this point, we are making history because this is
the first time an athletic award is being named
for a woman.”  It was deservingly given to the
men’s basketball team’s most valuable player,
Garry Etienne.  
“I’m just honored,” said a very humbled
Etienne.  “It’s kind of a shock to me.  I wasn’t
really expecting to get the award.  I’m just real-
ly honored and really grateful.  I didn’t see the
importance of the award until Ms. Helton went
up and let us know how important the award
really is.  I’m just really grateful.”   
Belden also presented a gold medal to the
graduating senior, which the retired Athletic
Department member had won last year in a
woman’s triathlon competition at the Long
Island Senior Games.  She proudly said to
Etienne, “I would like you to keep this and
whenever you feel challenged, look at it and
say to yourself, ‘If that 71-year-old can win a
gold medal, I can too.’”  Everyone at the ban-
quet gave the two seniors a standing ovation.
Newly announced head Women’s Basketball
coach Machli Joseph was given the podium to
announce the Team of the Year. The three
finalists for the highest of team honors came
down to coach Jose Negroni’s Softball team,
coach Justin Stack’s Men’s Volleyball team,
and coach Florin Giuglescu’s Men’s Tennis
team.  While Joseph acknowledged all three
squads were good candidates for the award, all
reaching the semi-finals in the respective CUN-
YAC playoff tournaments, there was only one
team that went undefeated during the regular
season (8-0) and who at the time of the lun-
cheon still had a chance to bring home the only
championship this season for Baruch.  The
2003-04 Baruch College Team of the Year is
also now the reigning CUNYAC champions in
their respective sport.  Congratulations to
Coach Giuglescu’s Men’s Tennis team.   
The new women’s basketball coach was very
upbeat about the current makeup of each of the
12 teams and forecasted a very bright future for
Baruch Athletics.
“I think this is exciting,” said Joseph.  “You
can tell all the teams are excited.  Everyone is
improving.  By teams winning and being suc-
cessful, you can tell we are moving up.  I think
next year, the teams, everyone is coming back.
A lot of teams are going to be good, a lot of
young teams.”
Joseph continued, “You see the camaraderie
and the big thing is people getting to know each
other.  Camaraderie, that’s what this is all
about.  So if we can have this right now in the
spring and we have one in the fall, before the
season starts, it makes it a much better environ-
ment.”
Following a lunch break that featured
sautéed chicken marsala with herbs and mush-
rooms and strip steak, Men’s Basketball head
coach Ray Rankis took over the emcee duties
from Eng in the second half of the ceremonies.
Rankis had the pleasure of having each of the
present coaches announce their respective team
M.V.P., Rookie of the Year, and graduating
seniors.  (Please see the adjoining list to see a
complete compilation of the student athletes
recognized from the awards luncheon.)
Rankis took his time to award co-captain and
senior Jonathan Rosario the George Wu l f
Award for exemplifying leadership, dedication,
and hard work.  The 20-year Baruch head bas-
ketball coach also announced that this past sea-
son’s leading scorer, John Burzo, and newly
elected Undergraduate Student Government
President Sime Marnika would be the co-cap-
tains for next year’s squad.  
“The banquet is great,” said Marnika.  “I
think the only problem is that it conflicts with
Spring Fling, so we don’t get a chance to be
outside.  But all in all, it’s great.  It’s a beauti-
ful day. The awards were presented in a very
nice, well-mannered event.”
It was announced during this portion of the
banquet that Women’s Volleyball Head Coach
Krishna Dass would not be returning next year.
Taking over on an interim basis will be assis-
tant coach Jennifer Manicad.  The departing
Dass left with these words once said by Hall of
Fame football coach Vince Lombardi, “There is
no room for second place.  There is only one
place in my game and that is first place.” 
A special recognition was given to current
Sports Information Director John Neves.  It
was announced that he would be elevated from
part-time status to a full-time role.  Nobody
was more deserving of the promotion than the
unassuming Neves.     
The Ticker’s coverage of sports for this past
season was also complimented during the
awards luncheon.
Reflecting on the success of the athletic
event, Eng shared, “Overall, it was the largest
and most well-attended of all the athletic
awards luncheon that we’ve had, ever.”   
It is fair to say that many Baruch students
probably are unaware that their school has one
of the top athletic programs in CUNY. After
all, Baruch College is a Division III commuter
school with no accommodating campus, unlike
the renowned Division I powerhouses such as
Duke, Michigan or USC.  But with the recent
establishment of the Vertical Campus, all
Bearcat teams are in a whole new ball game.
The top-notch facilities combined with an ever-
increasing academic standard makes Baruch, in
bringing athletics on par with the established 
academia, the rising star in the CUNYAC con-
ference for years to come.  
AWARD RECEIPIENTS
Team of the Year – Men’s Tennis (Coach
Florin Giuglescu)
Male Athlete of the Year – Emrah
Ertamay
Co-Female Athletes of the Year – Cathy
Gonzalez, Helen Pechackova
Helen Belden Sportsmanship Award –
Garry Etienne
George Wulf Leadership Award –
Jonathan Rosario
Ira Zasloff Service Award – Emrah
Ertamay, Dima Kamenshchik, Hana
Pechackova
TEAM MVPs
Baseball – Alberto Nieves
Men’s Basketball – Garry Etienne
Women’s Basketball – Jessenia Marrero
Women’s Cross Country – Hana Pechackova
Men’s Soccer – Youssef Azzam
Men’s Swimming – Emrah Ertamay
Women’s Swimming – Kimberly Ng
Softball – Kathy Maher
Men’s Tennis – Christian Wulff
Women’s Tennis – Janna Derjavina
Men’s Volleyball – Andrew DeLeon
Women’s Volleyball – Safia Mian
TEAM ROOKIES OF THE YEAR
Baseball – Nicholas Balalis
Men’s Basketball – Cheick Fadika, Laurence
Smith 
Women’s Basketball – Diane Ramirez
Cross Country – Mercedes Zegarra
Men’s Soccer – Christopher Conti
Men’s Swimming – Mark Lan
Women’s Swimming – Ashley O’Neil
Softball – Ally Stamatiades
Men’s Tennis – Boris Krant
Women’s Tennis – Sara Ayoub
Men’s Volleyball – Greg Waldvogel
Women’s Volleyball – Jennifer O’Connor
TEAM SENIORS/RECOGNIZED 
STUDENT ATHLETES
Baseball – Thomas Fusaro, David Tsang
Men’s Basketball – Garry Etienne, Luis
Fernandez, Joe Longobardi, Jonathan Rosario  
Women’s Basketball – Cathy Gonzalez
Women’s Cross Country – Hana Pechackova,
Cristina Scorza
Men’s Soccer – Youssef Azzam, Evis
Damianos, Emrah Ertamay, Dima
Kamenshchik
Men’s Swimming & Diving – Marc Daft,
Emrah Ertamay, Nigel Leung, Howard Liu
Women’s Swimming & Diving – Johanny
Arias, Jill Hertzman, Lisa Lopez, Kimberly
Ng, Hana Pechackova, Cristina Scorza,
Sophia Yang, Natalie Zalmanova
Softball - None
Men’s Tennis – Vladimir Goldin
Women’s Tennis – Debora Diaz, Mariya
Tarassishina
Men’s Volleyball – Jose Ra
Women’s Volleyball – Cathy Gonzalez
C o r r e c t i o n s
The following error appeared in the May 10,
2004 issue of The Ticker.
In the caption that was right above the article
“Baruch Win Streak Ends at Two With Split
Against Polytechnic,” the player that was pic-
tured was not Edgar Morales, but instead
Alberto Nieves.  In addition, it was Han Chai
who gave up the three-run homer to
Polytechnic’s Catanzalo, not Ricardo Estrada. 
In the “Final CUNYAC Softball Standings,”
the CUNYAC Championship was between
Staten Island and Hunter,  not Staten Island and
John Jay. The final score was Staten Island 2
and Hunter 1.
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